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Bush moving to recognize independence of Baltics
KENNEBUNKPORT, Maine
(APY— President Bush, after days
of hesitation, is moving to recognize the independence of the
Baltics.
Bush was expected to Make the
announcement today at a Labor
Day news- conference on the final
day of his summer vacation.
Administration officials said
Bush would extend diplomatic recognition to Lithuania, Latvia and
Estonia, the republics that Josef
Stalin's Soviet Union annexed in
1940 after cutting a deal with Nazi

Germany.
The United States and other
Western nations never recognized
the forcible incorporation of the
Balks into the Soviet empire.
Bush, like_ eight presidents before
him, signed annual Captive Nation
proclamations demanding their
freedom.
But Bush responded hesitantly
both when Lithuania made its first
move last year to bolt from the
Kremlin's rule, and more recently
as the failed coup against Mikhail
Gorbachev widened the cracks in

the splintering union.'
Cable News Network, said "every
Bush was waitinL for the nation, every republic can take
Supreme Soviet to put its stamp of advantage of its constitutional right
approval on Baltic independence. to self-determination."
White House officials said it was
If that is the -final will ... of the
possible the Congress of People's people of those republics, then I'm
Deputies would sanction the Bat- sure we must take that into account
tles' move when it meets today. and agree with di," Gorbachev
But the officials, who spoke on said.
condition of anonymity, said Bush
Lithuanian President Vytautas
was determined to act today Landsbergis told a victory rally in
regardless of what happened in Vilnius, "This is the beginning of'
Moscow.
a new period in history." Bush
.Gorbachev, in an interview Sun- called LandSbergis on Saturday to
day on Soviet television and the tell him to expect the good

Heart strings

Associated Press Writer

WORLD
ANKARA, Turkey — Hundreds
of Turkish soldiers and police
officers searched in the mountains of five southeastern provinces Sunday for five foreigners kidnapped by Kurdish guerrillas, officials said. Page 2

STATE

Sunday was a memorable day
for Denver's John Elway and
Philadelphia's •Randall Cunningham.- Page 6

FORECAST
Partly cloudy tonight with a 30
percent chance of showers.
Lows around 70. Light southeast
wind. Continued warm and
humid Tuesday with a 50 percent chance of thunderstorms.
Highs 85 to 90.

Hydi Andrews (right) falls in love with a walkingbird string puppet demonstrated by Nlithelle Stone of
Dixon, Ky. Stone's booth of crafts was part of the annual Kentucky Western Waterlands Arts & Crafts.
Festival held at the Fenton Access Area in the Land Between the Lakes Sunday. The show will conclude
today.

MOSCOW — Mikhail S. Gorbachev and leaders of 10 Soviet
republics closed ranks against hardliners today and proposed creating
a loose federation that would strip
the Kremlin of most of its
responsibilities.
The republics that endorse the
interim plan would have far more
power, with central authorities controlling little more than defense
and foreign affairs.
It apparently would grant independence to the five republics that
did not endorse it — the three Baltic states, Moldavia and Georgia —
although that issue has not been
fully resolved.
Kazakhstan's president, Nursultan Nazarbayev, read the proposals
at the opening of an extraordinary
session of the Congress of People's
Deputies, where hard-liners had
planned an attempt to remove Gorbachev as Soviet president.
Instead, Gorbachev and 10
republic leaders launched the preemptive strike, immediately offer- (Cont'd on page 2)

Bush to focus on domestic policy after vacation ends
KENNEBUNKPORT, Maine
(AP) — President Bush and most
of his Cabinet are headed back to
school this week as the administration launches a renewed push for
educational reforms and tries to
dispel Democratic charges that they
lack a domestic agenda.
Bush will end his summer vacation and at the same time open the
new academic year Tuesday by vis-

iting two public schools and delivering a hack-to-school speech to
students in Lewiston, Maine. After
a year dominated by foreign policy
crises, from the Persian Gulf War
to the splintering of the Soviet
Union, Bush is back trying to fulfill his campaign pledge to be "the
education president."
Come November, Bush will be
heading abroad again, with jour-

Tears flow as Jerry Lewis opens 26th
annual Muscular Dystrophy Telethon
By ROBERT MACY
Associated Press Writer

POLLEN/ MOLD

ing the plan they forged in 'a meeting Sunday and having Nazarbayev
declare a four-hour recess immediately after reading it to deputies.
As Nazarbayev adjourned the
gathering so delegations from the
various republics could consider it,"
microphones in the Palace of Congresses went dead to the dismay of .
hard-liners who sought the floor.
The plan must be approved by
the Congress, which it would 'strip
of considerable power. The lawmaking body is still dominated by
Communist Party, which Iv as
ejected from the national government and had its. assets seried in
the wake-of the.failed August coup..
Under the proposal. Gorbachev
and republic leaders would negotii •
ate a new treaty reconstituting the
Soviet Union.
In the interim, the country would
be run by three councils: a Council
of. Representatives of People's
Deputies consisting of 20 lawmak:
ers from each participating, republ-a council of leaders frOtt."71/
,
,k'
republics; and an economic.c.oUnci

By ANNE IMSE

Monday,Sept. 2

sPoRTs

More than 30 countries, irom
Britain to Uruguay, have beaten :he
United 'States to the punch in recognizing the Baltics. Bush said last week the Un,ited States had special
obligations to consider as a superpower before it mane the move.
Robert Strauss, the new U.S/
ambassador to Moscow, defended
Bush's deliberation, saving, It
will be a very small footnote to
history whether this country fully
recognized the Baltic states four
days carlier or four days later.'
•

.
0*

Gorbachev, republic leaders
propose new form of government

LABOR DAY

FRANKFORT — Owners and
directors of Turfway Park, their
employees and family members,
made individual contributions
totaling $86,600 to Lt. Gov.
Brereton Jones' successful campaign for the Democratic nomination for governor, according
to a Rublished report. Page 3

50 CENTS

LAS VEGAS — Tears flowed and pledges began to pour in as entertainer Jerry Lewis kicked off his 26th Labor Day telethon to fight MusI cular Dystrophy, telling,television viewers, "I want my kids to live."
1-800-756-4AIR
Organizers said they hoped to surpass 10,year's record of
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
$44,172,18
6 in pledges by the time the telethon concluded at 6:30 p.m.
of West Kentucky
EDT today.
Actor Jameson Parker, one of more than a score of celebrities taking
_part, fought back- tears during the early hours of the show Sunday as
--his-6-year-old daughter, Katherine, told Lewis, "Thank you for letting
LAKE LEVELS
me smile."
She suffers from Facioscapulohumeral,.a sometimes fatal form of
KENTUCKY LAKE
muscular dystrophy.
357.1, 0.0; below 301.6, 0.0
Parker, who starred in the television series, "Simon and Simon,"
BARKLEY LAKE
said that even before learning his daughter had the diseaSe, he fre357.1, 0.0; below 302.3, -0.2
quently appeared at Muscular Dystrophy Association events.
"I thought I was taking out an insurance policy, but it didn't work
out that way," he said in a telephone interview after his appearance.
He praised Lewis. who Came under fire recently from two former
INDEX
MDA poster children who said the comedian relies on pity.as a fundraising tool.
One Section - 16 Pages
`tAs far as I'm concerned, when Jerry Lewis finally hands in his
Actions & Reactions
7
dinner pail, there will be a special seat for him at St. Peter's side,"
Calendar
5
Parker said. "He's given hope to millions of --people who had no
Classifieds
12- 14
hope."
Comics
15
About six protesters, including one young man in a wheelchair,
Crosswords
15
demonstrated outside- when, the show opened at the Sahara Hotel.
Horoscope
12
In Los Angeles, seven demonstrators showed up in wheelchairs at
Murray Today
5
the Bonaventure Hotel, a local headquarters for the telethon,
News of the World
2
"The Jerry Lewis Telethon presents us as being childlike and helopObituaries
16
less year after year," said organizer Bill Bolte, 60.
Perspective
4
"I want my kids to live. I don't ask you to pity them." Lewis said
Sports•
6,7
on the show. "I'm asking you to keep them alive."
He Said researchers have made more gains against the disease in the
Subscribers who have not
past five years than in more than 40 years before that.
received their home-delivered
A new study announced last week said researchers appear to have
copy of the Murray Ledger &it
partly corrected muscular dystrophy in mice by injecting corrective
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
genes directly into muscle tissue.
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30 to 4 p.m. Satikrday.
_ — •
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through
,Friday, 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

neys on tap to Europe and the Far
East.
But for September and October,
the White House will try to build
pressure on Congress to act on a
series of stalled dbiftestic initiatives, from school reforms and a
crime package to a national energy
strategy and a $105 billion highway bill.
"We're really looking forward

to the fall ... trying to figure out
how best to "'get congressional
action on some of our programs,"
Bush said after the first of two
recerrt strategy sessions with
domestic advisers at his summer
home here: .
Bush and his lieutenants own up
to frustration at their failure to get
much of this legislation passed
before now.

-congress, contrary to theirrhetoriC, doesn't seem to have the
interest in moving the domestic
agenda forward."' said deputy White House chief of staff Andrew
Card. "It is frustrating." Democrats in turn accuse Bush
of being consumed --with his
avowed first interest. fore;n(Cont'd on page 21

Last chance
Labor Day traditionally signals close
of America's summer vacation season
By JOHN ROGERS
Associated Press Writer

Americans from coast to coast flocked to beaches
and mountains, held backyard cookouts -and even
watched pigs race as they squeezed in one last
weekend of summer fun during the Labor Day
holiday
Riverboat regattas, state fairs, crafts festivals and
generally pleasant weatber gave people across the
nation an opportunity to start celebrating the holiday
early.
Hundreds of thousands flocked Saturday and Sunday to such events as state fairs in Michigan.and New
York, jazz and folk festivals in Massachusetts, the
Kansas City Spirit Festival, Seattle's ,Bumbershoot
Festival, an African-Caribbean festival in Asheville,
N.C., and Oklahoma City's State Chili
Championships.
Similar events were scheduled today.
For some, the celebration was bittersweet, as people
pondered the approach of winter and school_classes.
"I'll still do some summertime stuff after this
weekend, but basically this is the end.." said_14-yearold Tori Chisholm of Cross Lanes, W.Va.
For some students, Labor Day was shaping up its
truly a day of labor.In the Boston area, where more than a quartermillion students attend colleges and universities, students jammed streets Sunday with fleets of rented
moving trucks as they rushed to get their belongings
into apartments and dormitories. Fifty thousand door
keys were expected to change hands on Sunday alone.
The Revival for-Christ Club of Moore, Okla., also
worked over the weekend, setting up shop at Interstate

40 rest areas to offer- free coffee and dougnr_..
weary travelers."While other people are out at the lake; were
trying to save lives-," said Robert C-hitwood.
group's administrative vice president lie said
are much safer if they stop for a rest.
Resort operators also kept busy, with many well
aware .this was their last chance for a big weekend
during.a summer dampened by a sluggish economy'.
"1 call it a yo-yo summer, some;good days and
-some bad, with the good really good and the bad really bad," said John Crosby II. Owner of the BB Bombers surf shop in Ocean City, Md.
It was shaping up as a good summer for the
gan State Fair, with organtzer saying Sunda
attendance was up 10-percent- over last -year
The more than 350.000 people who 1.4(1 v.
i- siteLt
fair by Saturdaytookipart in singing contests, pony tad
competitions- and cook-offs. Some just sat back and
watched the pip- races. •
Attendance also was heavy at the 12th annual
Riverfest in Lansing. Mich., which featured riverboat
rides, craft demonstrations'. and basketball games.
Highways scross the ,riatioil were also crowJed, but:
not always by people -rushing to one event or another.
In Georgia, several- hundred people were taking part
in The Great Georgia Road Race, a 1,000-mile auto
trek across the state's baOli. roads._ The race-, Which
ends Tuesday, offers -$25,000 in- prizes.
George Reitenhour of Indiana, competing in a 1936
Studebaker, indicated that More than prizes were
in% olvcd. however.
"It's a real thrill." he said. "There's nothing heitcr
than riding around in this beailly, especially .in
competition."

HAVE A SAFE LABOR DAY!
_
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Gorbachev, republic leaders.

News of the World

••

(Cont'd from page 1)
affairs. They say Bush has been

Speaker Thomas Foley, D-Wash.,
said Thursday.

misSin in action on such pressing
domestic problems as .the cost and

For the president, education is
one domektic isSite he can champion withoaLv_vorrying about the
costs. His America 2000 education
strategy relics largely on governors, state legislators and local
communities to take their own
actions to embrace tougher standards and build new, better schools
for the 21st century. ,
On Thursday, Bush will dispatch
five Cabinet secretaries to Omaha.
Neb., and send two more with his
wife Barbara to Ellicott, Md.,

availability of health care.
Senate Majority Leader George
_Mitchell, D-Maine, and Rep. Dan
Rostenkowski, D-111., have introduced- major legislative proposals
in recent months to expand health
coverage in the workplace„ and
their party is certain to harp on the
health issus,in the 1992 campaign.
"We're going to have a domestic agenda and we hope, the presi-

dent will joing with us," House

(Cont'd from page 1)

For Your Convenience Now Offers

p
UPS Pick-Up
1,44.' 9 a.m.- X p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
Hwy 641 N.
Olsmpic Plaza
753-2380

agenda are grist, for the political
mills, including the battle over a
civil rights bill to overturn
Supreme Court decisions that made
it harder to prove job discrimination.
Bush also has threatened to veto
measures that would ease abortionfunding restrictions and overturn a
ban on abortion counseling at federally ftinded family planning

clinics.
Bush was able to thwart a S5 billion extension of emergency unemployment benefits without a veto
last month.

Bush tofocus•••

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Save money

where state and local officials are
launching drives to meet the lofty
education goals by the turn of the
century.
Bush wants Congress to pass
_legislation that would support
efforts to give parents more choice
of schools and bring a voluntary
national exam system closer to
reality.
Democratic and Republican governors alike have welcomed Bush's
education emphasis. Card said this
is an issue that "is going to stay
out of politics."
But other items on the domestic)
.

UP

Ross Insurance Agency
•INO•11
IMMO

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489

with republic representatives.
The backing of Gorbachev and
the 10 republic leaders seemed to
give the proposal enough momentum to overcome conservalive
opposition. '
Gorbachev and the republic leaders urged preservation of a single
armed forces and pledged reform
of the military and security agenzies such as the KGB and Interior
Ministry police.
They also proposed allowing the
republics to apply separately to the
United Nations to make them subject to international Jaw.
After the Congress' 1,900 deputies recessed, the Russian delegation met and approved the proposals by a show of hands. It said it
would walk out of the Congress if
the body did not accept the
proposals.
The Ukrainian delegation, meeting in the Kremlin, approved the
proposals but the vote was not
unanimous, lawmakers said. "If
this is adopted., the old union simply will no longer exist," said
Ukrainian deputy Alla
Yaroshinskaya.
Nazarbayev said 14e plait sought

dent Boris N. Yeltsin sat on the
front row of lawmakers at the Congress, but did' not appear on the
dais or address the meeting. They
left the hall through the same side
exit after Nazarbayev spoke.
The 10 republics backing the
plan were: Russia, the Ukraine,
Byelorussia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan, Kirgizia, Tadzhikistan, Armenia and Turlcmenia.
Georgia participated in the discussion, Nazarbayev said.
The plan urged the signing of a
treaty to form' a union of sovereign
states, with each republic free to
define its own form of participation
in the union and engage in eco-.
noinic union irrespective of political ties, Nazarbayev said.
As the Congress adjourned,
hard-line lawmaker Col. Viktor
Alksnis ran up to a microphone

that was turned off.

Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.
4

•
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized.
college training?
Today's Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
lii addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Filysicalmodulities and Adjunctive 'Care, and - Irold
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree frorn,W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National- Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors:To
further my continuing education, I have received special.
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from -Dr.
Larry Webster, Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
.1. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams, President of Life University. And I have visited
number of other chiropractic clinics to study their
methods and procedures.
Additionally,I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago to stay
•
current on the latest chiropractic advances.
professionalism
I offer
training
and
This is the kind of
you. If you have hesitated N'risiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualifiedsservice. So,
you see, what you don't'know, can't help y-cru. Call me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most cornmon13, treated
by chiropractors are:
j Headaches
J Arthritis
J Bursitis
j Hip Pain

J Back Pain
• Neck Pain
J Stiffness
J Numbness

J
J
J
J

Painful Joints
Shoulder Pain
Arm/Leg Pain
Cold Hands/Feet
u•

NEM

I To introduce you to, the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine,a muscle strengthriess test, and a private consultation to discuss Oe results.
SCLAIMER. Our office pulley protects you.'flat pa Went and any other preen raper.ble for peyment Im••night to reIo.
. ,h la performed •••
pay c•nc el payment or be romburemi for payment for any ether erne.:easeaumtima ar treatment
'a...ft of and ....Ulm 72 bows of rampendire to the advert...meat far the free eennte eassuneUan or treatment'

759-1116
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett \
Chiropractor

Mr

tion two years ago.
Gorbachev and Russian Presi-

TURKEY
ANKARA — Hundreds of Turkish soldiers and police officers searched in
the mountains of five southeastern .provinces Sunday for five foreigners
kidnapped by Kurdish guerrillas, officials said. Armed Kurds took away the
three Americans, a Briton and an Australian traveling to what they believed
was the site of the biblical Noah's ark, officials said. The kidnApping Friday
night was the second time in a month that Turkish Kurds abducted Westerners. The rebels had not previously targeted foreigners in their 7-year-old
campaign for an independent state, which has claimed the lives of about
3,000 people. Ten German tourists were kidnapped in eastern Turkey in
early August and were released after a week.

SOUTH AFRICA
SOWETO— Zulu supporters of the lnkatha Freedom Party shot and hacked
their way through a neighborhood Sunday, killing at least two people in what
Inkatha members said was a revenge attack. Scores of Zulu warriors, wearing their distinctive red headbands, rampaged through the Jabulani section
of Soweto with guns, spears and sticks. An Associated Press photographer
saw two men who had been shot to death and a.third with hack wounds to
the head. Members of Inkatha, a Zulu-based movement, said the fighters
were avenging a. Saturday night attack on the Mshenguville shantytown,
where three people were killed and shacks of Inkatha supporters were
burned. A police report, released Sunday morning, said officers found three
bodies in the Mshenguville camp killed in overnight clashes.Police drd not
say who was responsible. The squalid camp has been the site of repeated
faction fights. Supporters of Inkatha and the African National Congress have
been waging virtual war for the past five years, leaving thousands dead.
There was no evidence that the victims of Sunday's attacks by Inkhata supporters had been involved in the previous night's violence.

YUGOSLAVIA

BELGRADE — Feuding Yugoslays today signed yet another plan to halt the
fighting in Croatia, agreeing to a call for an immediate cease-fire, independent truce monitors and a future peace conference. But it remained unclear
whether the European Community plan, agreed to by the collective Yugoslav presidency and the six republics, would succeed in hafting the twomonth bloodletting that has claimed more than 300 lives. At least eight people were reportedly killed Sunday as fighting continued to rage between
Serbs and Croats in the breakaway republic, which declared independence
June 25. Dutch Foreign Minister Hans Van den Broek, president of the
12-nation European Community that brokered the latest pact, said the signatories could now begin the' task of securing the truce.
NICOSIA, Cyprus — Iran is still providing refuge to 300,000 Iraqis who fled
across the border during failed post-Persian Gulf War uprisings, the official
Islamic Republic News Agency reported. The official news agency on Sunday quoted Interior Minister Abdollah Nouni as saying that the refugees
would be sent home if they wished. About 1.2 million ethnic Kurds and
Shiite Muslims fled to Iran after their revolts against President Saddam Hussein's forces failed in March. Nouni was quoted as saying that most of the
refugees had returned to their homes.

"Why should 10 people decide for
immediately supported the
statement.

V ll's a very important step if the
Congress approves it," said former
Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze, speaking to reporters.
Former top Gorbachev adviser
Alexander Yakovlev said an interim governing structure is needed
because "It's an extraordinary
situation."

••••
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POLAND
WARSAW — The government said Sunday it will ask parliament for the
power to rule by decree to help push through an economic austerity plan
blocked in parliament by communists and their allies. Government Spokesman Andrzej Zarebski said Prime Minister Jan Krzysztof Bielecki also thinks
constitutional amendments are needed "lo strengthen the position of the
executive power in the political system-of-the state." Bielecki convened a
special meeting of the Cabinet Sunday after winning a vote of confidence
Saturday in the Seim, or, lower chamber. On Friday, Bielecki had offered .to
resign because of struggles over his plan to reform the lackluster economy.
He had said his government lacked the -real possibility to exercise power."
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DR. JAMES WILLIS

Education reform
topic of Willis
seminars Sept. 11-12

FROM NOW ON, THE COMPUTER LAB
AT ESTILL CO. HIGH WILL BE
FULL OF MORE THAN MT PROMISE.
t wilrbe full ofequipment and supplies
that the school couldn't afford
before they received new funds
created by the Kentucky Education.
Reform Act (KERA).
The new funding formula
for education in Kentucky guarantees that all school districts will have
the money they need to educate their
children. Some districts have received
as much as a 25% increase in how
much they spend..
Beiter "education for 'Kentucky's

I

_I

.

children is closely linked to the money
that's available to pay for it. And
thanks to the Reform Act, school
districts like Estill Co. have the money
they need to improve their schools.
Kentucky's education
reforms are already working for
school districts all across the
Commonwealth. We urge you to get
involved and support the reforms taking place in your district.
To find out how you can.help,
call 1-800-928-2111.

Schools
for
Belief iP"m"ti, 'Kentucky's

Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
te
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 753-4304

LC
Repul
Larry

surveyed still think of themselves as "east Germans," rather than just Ger}flans. Likewise, 60 percent of the west Germans polled also still retained
their old geographic identity. Interestly, young eastern Germarit — who
weren't around when Germany was divided in the ashes of World War II —
were more likely to think of themselves as separate from western Germans.

mei

Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 aan.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday

Fic

IRAN

is an attempt at an unconstitutional coup!" shouted Alksnis, GERMANY
a leader of the conservative Soyuz BERLIN-- Germany may be one nation, but its inhabitants apparently still
group of deputies, who also urged think of themselves as two people. A newspaper poll published today indi.cated that most people agree unity was a good idea. Just 21.percent of
the lawmakers not to leave.
western Germans and 12 percent of eastern Germans think they were better
Another deputy grabbed the off when Germany was two countries. But the poll, conducted for the masspowerless microphone and said, circulation tabloid Bild, found that 65 percent of the former easterners

to prevent the uncontrolled dis- "thousands?"
Noted reformers at the Congress
solution of the union and coordi-

nate actions for the transition period" to a reformed union. He said
the failed coup had brought the
country "to the verge of a
catastrophe."
The quasi-democratic Congress
— the nation's highest legislative
body.-- was called into whatwas
just its fifth session since its crea-
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Kids.

Do you know the six things that,
by law, all Kentucky students must
know? Did you even know there
were six things all students must
know? There are, under the Kentucky Education Reform Act.
Dr. James Willis of the Murray
State University College of Education will help ,explain the state's
education reform .at two seminars,
sponsored by the college and the
Murray Woman's Club.
"Kentucky Education Reform —
what the law says," will be presented from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Sept.
11 in the Calloway County Library
on Main St., and the following day
from 7 to 10 p.m. .
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Turfway donations to Jones total $86,000
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Owners and directors of Turfway
Park, their employees and family
members, made individual contributions totaling $86,600 to Lt.
Gov. Brereton Jones' successful
campaign for the Democratic nomination for governor, according to a
published report.
The amount may be the biggest
block of campaign contribution to
any single candidate in this year's
statewide elections, The CourierJournal reported in Monday's
editions.
Kentucky law forbids third-party
and corporate contributions, but not
individual contributions from people associated with the same business or interest.
People affiliated with FIE Mutual, a Cleveland malpractice insurance company, gave at least
S97,478 to the Jones campaign. But
$11,500 of that was refunded at the
request of three contributors after
news reports about the donations.
After accounting for those refunds,
the contribution of the group affiliated with the "thoroughbred race
course in Boone County apparently
is slightly larger than PIE's.
Campaign-finance reports filed
by Jones and his Republican opponent, 6th District U.S. Rep. Larry
Hopkins, show that the contributions to Jones from Turfway and

PIE represent the biggest blocks of
contributions to either candidate.
Hopkins also received blocks
from people associated with individual companies or interests, but
none appears to exceed $28,000.

Weekend rally
generates $1
million more
to campaign
MIDWAY, Ky. (AP) — A
weekend fund-raiser may have
gen&ated $1 million for Democratic gubernatorial candidate
Brereton Jones.
Under tent on his Woodfors1
County horse farm Friday night,
the lieutenant governor told the
crowd of about 1,500 that his
previous one-event record was
$715.000, and "we've just
beaten the dickens out of that
tonight."
Jones reveled briefly in his
accomplishment, then said: "I
must admit there's a little bit of
sadness that comes with kinking that all of this money has to
be raised in order to run for the
highest office in this commonwealth. We've got to change the
system."

Through the end of June, Jones
raised about S4.2 million to Hopkins' S1.8 million.
A review of the candidates'
finance- reports shows that Jones
raised about S156,000 from...political action committees. The largest
amount was 533.423 from the vajious local PACs affiliated with the
Kentucky Education Association.
- PACs contributed about $40,000
to Hopkins' campaign. Hopkins
raised about S87,000 from out-ofstate contributors, or about 6 percent of the- itemized contributions
in his reports.
.
Jones, meanwhile, raised about
S613,000 outside Kentucky, or
about 19 percent of the contributions itemized in his reports.
Much of Jones' out-of-state
money came from horse interests
around the country, insurance companies in Ohio and Indiana, and
family and associates - from his
native West Virginia. Jones is owner of a Woodford County horse
farm. His campaign-finance reports
-list about S450,000 from people in
the industry, including owners,
breeders, trainers, veterinarians,
bloodstock agents, farm managers.
and owners and directors of
•
racetracks.
The largest single group of givers in. this category appears to be
Turfway.

statement listing his total income
and taxes for 1980:89, which
showed that his total state and -federal income tax rate was about 38
percent.
The statement also listed Jones'
general sources of income and his
creditors of more than $10,000 as
of Dec. 31, 1990. It did not list
specific sources from which he
received money, such as stud fees
or yearling sales, or the amount of
his debts.
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Special Not Good With Any Other Offer
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makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whltnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

Debts secured by real property,
including interest in horses, are
matters of public record. When
Jones issued his statement, The
Courier-Journal listed the original
amounts of his debts and his farm
corporation's debts as recorded in
Woodford County, the site of his
farm. Those totaled more than $12
million.
Jones has declined to release
year-by-year tax information.
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Hopkins goes on the attack with ads
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Republican gubernatorial nominee
Larry Hopkins has launched his
first television ads of the fall campaign and both focus on the -issue
of personal finances.
Both 30-second spots mention
that Hopkins, a U.S. representative
from -Lexington, has released his
income-tax returns for 1981
through 1990. One notes that his
Democratic opponent, Lt. Gov.
Brereton Jones, has not released his
returns. It says: "For some reason,
Jones won't let the people see
where he got his money, or who he
owes, or what obligations he would
have as governor. What's he
hiding?"
Jones, a millionaire horse breeder and owner, has released more
tax, income and debt information
than the ad suggests, though not as
much as the other candidates who
completed the primary race. In
March, he issued his accountant's
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SuperAmerica Group, Inc

Specials Good
Through September 6

REGISTER TO WIN
AVCR &A
CAMCORDER
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Register to win a VCR & a Camcorder at
the SuperAmerica store listed below.
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Don't give up hope on the dreams,
accomplishments of the American worker
Some of us will head to the beaches, to the golf courses, to the
backyard volleyball or horseshoe contests. Some of us will sprawl
across our furniture and watch TV; some of us will have to work.
We will be reminded of the Muscular Dystrophy telethon. We
will be reminded to drive safely. It will occur to us that this is the
traditional close of the summer season, that school has started and
that cooler weather and shorter days are approaching.
Ironically, in observing Labor Day, the last thing we want to
think about is labor.
These are dark times for labor, organized and otherwise. Our
country's unions are facing a steady decline in membership and
dwindling support for their causes from their traditional congressional allies. The unions, as are we all, are suffering from the weak
economy and an uncertain future.
In -1990 -alone, union membership fell by 260,000 workers, and
organized labor now represents only 16 percent of the nation's total work force, a drop of seven percent over the past decade.
Our production lines are slowing down dr stopping, our markets
are being challenged by foreign competition, and the quality of our
products is challenged.
Moreover, as some of us take advantage of this holiday by
spending a day or a weekend away from our jobs, millions of us
are wishing they had jobs to return to on Tuesday, or that their
unemployment benefits had not dried up.
Organized labor has serious challenges to meet, and workers —
from management to minimum-wage earners — are swiftly learning that they're involved in a fight to hold on to their jobs.
We do not pretend to know what is forthcoming. We cannot read
the various predictions and we're starting to doubt that the economists can. The future of the world's marketplace, the nation's
economy, and the local workforce is all tied together, with other
strings binding us with foreign and domestic political developments into a huge Gordian knot.
We still have faith, however, in the quality of the American
worker. Let the experts argue over how we got into this mess, how
we'll' get out, how long it will take and how much it will cost.
The key to our survival lies in the working hands of our men
and women, who will face this challenge as previous generations
of American workers rhet theirs.
Today, we celebrate the American worker. Upon the strength of
their hands a great nation was built, and by the strength of those
hands the future will be achieved.
• • • •
Please drive safely today, and please wear your seat belts.
—Daniel T. Parker

The Inslaw case: the smell gets worse
WASHINGTON — Some
months ago, writing about the
Inslaw case, I said the affair was
beginning to stink to high heaven.
With the death of Danny Casolaro,
a free-lance investigative reporter,
the stench grows worse.
Temporarily, the verdict seems
to be that Casolaro"killed himself
in a Martinsburg, W. Va., hotel
room two weeks ago. No one who
knew him accepts that explanation.
He was an outgoing, talkative, vital
person; he was on top of a major
break in a story he had been pursuing for eight years; he was headed
for a family party. Everything
about the story rings falsely:
Casolaro was not well-known
within the Washington press corps,
but editors who did know him have
described him as a dogged reporter
who would not leave the trail of a
good story. In investigating the
_ &slaw case, Casolaro was on to the
best .story of.hi life. He had a
book in the making.
I have been writing about the
Inslaw case off and on for the past
two years. It involves the scandalous Areatmept-Of -Bill--Hamilton, a
Washington inventor and computer
expert. His company, known as
Inslaw, developed a software' program known as Promis. It worked so
superbly that he sold it to the
Department of Justice for use in
tracking the flow of court cases
through the offices of U.S.
attorneys.
It was a big contract for a tiny
fin% but Hamilton's jubilation was

James Kilpatrick
&indica/Kt columnist
short-lived. Officials at the Department of Justice, including a former
Inslaw employee whom Hamilton
had fired, suddenly began finding
petty objections to the contract.
The department withheld payments.
Driven into bankruptcy court,
Inslaw fought back. A bankruptcy
judge, after prolonged hearings,
ruled flatly that the government
had "stolen" Promis through "trickery, fraud and deceit." That judgment was upheld on appeal to a
federal district court.
All this happened while Ed
Meese was attorney genejal. Meese
has denied any personal' involvement, but officials under him
launched a cover-up that continues
to this day. Under Attorney Gener-•
- at'-Dick -Thorrihurgtr,—the—department resisted an impartial investigation at every step. When a
Senate subcommittee attempted to
look into the affair, the department
stonewalled. When a House committee tried its hand, Thornburgh
refused to testify.
Something stinks. Promis was
sold exclusively to the U.S. Department of Justice, but the program
has turned up in Canada and in var-

ious nations in. Europe. Someone is
marketing stolen goods.
There is reason to believe that
Danny Casolaro went to Martinsburg to crack the case. He had told
friends that Inslaw was part of an
"octopus" of criminal activities in
high plates, including-"the BCCI
and the savings and loan scandals.
Hamilton and other friends of.
Casolaro have tried to reconstruct
his last hours. They are convinced
the suicide was faked. They see
murder.
On the night of Monday, Aug. 5,
Casolaro spoke by -telephone with
three separate confidants. He told
them he had just. returned from
interviewing a source in-West. Vii:.
ginia. He now knew the Inslaw
story, -but he—would - have to go
back to Martinsburg to wrap it up.
Casolaro drove back to West
Virginia on Thursday, Aug. 8, and
checked into Room 517 .at the
Sheraton Hotel. On Friday evening
he telephoned his mother in northern Virginia to say he would be
late in getting back for a family
birthday party, but he was headed
home.
About 1 o'clock on Saturday the

10th, hotel maids found Casolaro's
body in a bloody bathtub. Reports
of the circumstances are both
sketchy and conflicting. Reportedly
there were crude slash marks on
each arm. Arteries had been severed. By one account Casolaro had
used a broken beer bottle; by
-another account, a broken glass. In
a third account, we read that a
razor blade was found beneath his
body. Casolaro's brother, 43 surgeon, said he never could get Danny to have a physical examination
because Danny wouldn't let his finger be pricked for a 6166d-sample.
Without permission from anyone,
West Virginia officials ordered
Casolaro's body speedily
embalmed.
There was a note! "I'm sorry,
especially to my son." Casolaro
was a novelist and a writer of short
stories. Associates say he had a
florid style. The note, if authentic,
seems completely out of character.
Casolaro was known to carry
stacks of manila folders with him.
Police say there were no papers in
his room or in his car. A witness
says he met with Casolaro about 4
o'clock Friday afternoon, and the
reporter had the folders at that
time. The witness gave Casolaro
certain documents unrelated to-the
Inslaw case. The documents have
disappeared.
Former Attorney General Elliot
Richardson, Inslaw's chief counsel,
has asked the FBI for a full-blown
investigation. Under the circumstances, nothing less could suffice.
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Kentucky State: state's smallest
university but also most problematic
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By CHARLES WOLFE
An 'AssoCPated Press News Analysis

co.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — It is the smallest of the state's regional universities. But what Kentucky State University lacks in size, it makes up in
controversy.
Its president, John Wolfe Jr., tried to apply a salve of soothing words at
a convocation last week.
All universities that aspire to be bigger and better must periodically
take their lumps, Wolfe said in the annual fall convocation.
"This university is no different from the other 3,500 in this nation,"
Wolfe said.
But the facts say otherwise.
Kentucky State University is different — decidedly different — from
the great majority of American universities right now: It' is utterly unique
among Itentucky schools, and for more reasons than its having once been
excluSiVely black.
Its faculty is in turmoil. Its Board of Regents is exasperated. The issue
of racism seems-to be part of every dispute.
The regents refused in July to approve Wolfe's slate of administrative
officers. When he submitted the same slate a month later, three regents
quit at the end of a draining, venomous meeting.
The alumni association and NAACP complain that the regents chairman, former Gov. Louie B. Nunn, tries to micromanage the university,
and they want him to resign.
Nunn publicly criticized Wolfe for taking actions without informing the
board and for doing little-in his 14 months on the job to fill faculty vacancies or to improve his relations with the /faculty.
Charges of racism are tossed around regularly, with Nunn being a favorite target of students, alumni and black faculty.
Two of the regents who announced Aug. 23 they were resigning
former Gov. Edward "Ned17 Breathitt and Barbara Curry of Lexington -reconsidered last week And agreed to stay.on. The third, Louisville heart
surgeon Allan Lansing, did not. The tone of his resignation letter was one
•
of hopelessness.
Breathitt, in announcing his decision to resign, warned that "this university is in .danger of self-destructing" if its various, warring elements
couldn't be brought together.
But dire forecasts are nothing new for KSU.
"Fifteen months ago, a man who headed three universities, in this state
warned in a report that drastic changes were needed at Kentucky State.
The report by A.D.-Albright was commissioned by the regents to help
Dr. Mary Smith, KSU's interim president at the time, evaluate the
school's strengths and weaknesses before Wolfers arrival.
Albright, who was interim president of the University of Keuticky and
president of Northern Kentucky University and Morehead State University, said KSU's administration needed Labe reorganized, its mission clarified and admission standards raised; among other things.
It was the Kentucky university least recommended by high school guidance rounaglors, Albright said.
In his fall convocation last year, Wolfe said he 'wanted Kentucky State
to "stand out from all the rest" in preserving its history and in fulfilling
its educational and service mission.
But the Albright report concluded that, without serious changes, the
state's smallest public university "could become almost a community
(Charles Wolfe is a statehouse reporter for The Associated, Press')
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Democrats see advantage in coup
By STEVEN KOMAROW
An AP News Analysis
WASHINGTON — The Kremlin
coup that flopped may be the best
thing going for America's
unemployed.
Not to mention for Democrats
looking for a domestic political
opening against President Bush,
and a way to spend more on
favored domestic programs such as
health care, education and even tax
relief.
The prospect of food, medical
and energy shortages in a chaotic,
splintering Soviet Union already
has sparked debate -over sending U.S. aid. Democrats are banting
that many Americans will want
another question answered:
"Where's mine?"
"It's time to help here at home
... help those thrown out of work in
this recession," said Rep. David
Bonior, D-Mich., who takes over as
House majority whip shortly after
Congress returns from its summer
recess next week.
The first offensive planned by
Democrats is a new push to send
help to .the jobless whose benefits
havet run out.
Jut before the summer recess,
Congress sent Bush a bill extending the duration of unemployment
aid. But BuSh was able to
—
without having to exercise a possibly politically embarrassing veto
— through a loophole in the budget
process.
The next version isn't likely to
allow ' him that sidestep.
And, opening a broader political
front, many Democrats see the

A shows
6 to 8 p.m.
Millers lost
employed ;
being host

ly in an election cycle," said Sen. weapons, he said.
But other Democrats, such as
Pete Domenici, R-N.M. He said
many -Democrats want to break it Bonior, Bradley and House Majori"for reasons that have nothing to ty Leader Richard Gephardt,
D-Mo., are ready to move beyond
do with': the Kremlin events.
Without the budget constraints, Aspin's suggestion.
They see Bush's ability in the
Democrats would have more freedom to push their programs and inteffational arena as a potential
challenge Bush with ideas of great weakness if the public can be conpotential appeal — such as a tax vinced he is pursuing diplomacy at
cut for the middle class — which the expense of American needs at
. ,
might be paid for through defense' home.
"He's very vulnerable," Bonior
CMS.
"Give people the tax money Said. "The president is out of touch
with what's happening on Main
back," said Bradley.
"We hope to put $400 to 5500 at Street. People are being squeezed."
The Democratic strategy
least in their pockets," Bonior
said, adding that Bush had "aban- assumes that people are less condoned the middle class in favor of cerned about the federal deficit
foreign issues and protecting the than they are eager for whatever
help the government might provide
wealthy."
So far, the only concrete propos- to get the economy going.
There's risk that people will conal is from House Armed Services
Committee Chairman Les Aspin, tinue to see many of Congress'
D-Wis., who said this week that, in efforts as wasteful, negating whatthe short term, U.S. .aid to the ever plus the Democrats get from
Soviets should come out of the -portraying themselves as friends of
Pentagon budget. That would bend, middle class.
"The worst signal you could
but not break, the budget because
send is to tell the world or the
the spending would be considered
defense in a different form than' country you're going to scrap any
discipline you've got on the fiscal
side, argues House Budget Committee Chairman Leon Panetta;- D--.,
Calif.
But for many Democrats, that
Readep and residents are welcoine and encouraged to express-their
signal-an half as tad—as- going
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
into an election year without sigthe
folwith
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply
lowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the, nalling the voters that Democrats
are -trying to get them some benewriter's address and telephone number included in case verification is
from the collapse in Moscow.
fits
Murray
Lednecessary (telephone numbers will not be published). The
, • • • •
ger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
(EDITOR'S
NOTE: Steven
Leiters should be addre,sted to; Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
chief congresKomarow,
is
AP's
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
sional correspondent.)

apparent demise, of a Communist
threat in Russia *as providing a
popularly acceptable reason to tear
up the five-year budget agreement
reached just a year .ago.
•
They want to cut defense spend:
ing - and spend some or all of the
Savings on domestic programs.
- "The budget will be in play,"
said Sen. Bill Bradley, D-N.J.
•-• Bush himself seemed to open
that door slightly last week. He
said it was premature to talk about "
sending U.S. defense dollars
aboard in the form of humanitarian
aid. But he added that the Soviet
upheaval may allow "an opportunity for a vastly restructured national security posture" down the road.
Under the existing budget pact,
spending levels for the Pentagon,
foreign aid and domestic spending
are set until 1993. That's been stifling Democrats' attempts to challenge Bush on domestic policy
issues, and they won't wait for a
sign from the White House to
begin trying to break the pact.
"This agreement is a straitjacket
on Democrats, for many new programs Democrats want ... particular-
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MURRAY TODAY
Lashlee, Hale vows solemnized in June 22 ceremony
JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Adult Basic Education Class for preparation for GED examination will
begin Tuesday, Sept. 3. The class will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. in Room 112 of Calloway County High School
building. Marlene Beach, teacher, said the first six weeks will be English.
There is no charge for the class. Persons may call 753-5479 or 753-3033
for information or just come to the class Tuesday night.

First UM Women will meet
United Methodist Women of First United Methodist Chmurch.will open the
fall season with a potluck in the social hall of the church on Tuesday, Sept.
3, at 6 p.m. David Atkinson will presenbt a slide presentration, 'Floors for
San Cosme,' highlighting the mission project in Guatamela with Wesley
Foundation students. A paper products shower for the Murray W.A.T.C.H.
program will give members an opportunity participate in this community
effort. All women of the church are invited to attend this meting. For transportations call Alice Koenecke, 753-4054, or kma La Follette, 753-9470.
The Executive Committee will meet at 9 a.m. on Tuesday, Sept, 3, in the
Conference Room of the church.

Alpha Mu plans meeting
Alpha Mu *4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority will meet
Tuesday. Sept. 3, at West View Nursing Home. The meeting will start at 6
p.m. with a Sing-A-Long with Nancy Meloan as pianist, followed by bingo.
ESA is a philanthropic, social and educational sorority.

Kappas plan meeting Tuesday
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday, Sept. 3,
at 6:30 p.m. for a Bring-your-own-salad supper at the club house. "Job
Descriptions for Kappas' will be presented by Brenda Turner and Rita Ford.
Hostesses will be Beverly Gallowaih, Nancy Lovett, Janis Hicks and Marilyn
Delaney. Officers are Marsha Tucker, chairman, Evelyn Wallis, vice chairman, Lynn Meurer, secretary, and Sue Allison, treasurer.

Bereavement Support Group will meet
Bereavement Support Group will meet Wednesday, Sept. 4, from 9:30 to
11 a.m. in Hospice Office, third floor, Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more information contact Nancy Rose, Hospice Director, 762-1389.

Bingo games Tuesday
Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday, Sept.
3, at 7 p.m. at the new IQC building on Squire Hale Road, between Johnny
Robertson Road and Oaks. Road. The doors will open at 6 p.m.

Miss Jennifer Leigh Lashlee and
Roger Glenn Hale were married
Saturday, June 22, at Elm Grove
Baptist Church.
The bride is the daughter of
Buddy and Sheila McDaniel of Big
Sandy, Tenn.
•
Parents of the groom are Glenn
and Eva Hale of Rt. 6, Murray.
The altar was centered with an
arched candelabrum and two spiral
candelabra. The arch had a central
arrangement of mauve carnations,
austimarie lillies, baby's breath and
greenery. A unity candle was also
decorated with greener and a
mauve colored bow.
The Rev. Jim Simmons officiated at the ceremony said at 5;30
p.m.
Barbara Winters, Camden,
Tenn., aunt of the bride, was pianist and sang "Evergreen,""Looking
Through the Eyes of Love," and
"The Vows Go Unbroken." Ms:,
Winters and the bride's uncle,
Marko ,Winters, sang "Rocking
Years."
Before escorting the bride down
the aisle, her stepfather sang "Welcome To My World."
The bride wore a long sleeved
white satin gown featuring a full
skirt with cathedral length train
gathered to a fitted bodice. The
bodice and sleeves were adorned
with sequins and beads. Lace
adorned the sleeves and skirt.
Her fingertip veil fell from a
wreath of flowers, pearls and
sequins. She wore dropped pearl
earings, a gift of the groom's
brother.
The bride carried a bouquet of
white orchids, austimaria lillies,
stephanotis, greenery and strands
of pearls.
Mrs. Lisa Lindsey of Paris,
Tenn., sister of the bride, was matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Ginger Hale
and Sheila Clendenon of Murray

and Laura Steinbuck of Big Sandy,
Tenn.
The matron of honor and bridesmaids woere matching tea length
mauve satin sun dresses with
dropped waistlines. They wore
pearl bracelets, gifts from the
bride, and pearl necklaces.
Ashley Lindsey of Paris, Tenn.,
niece of the bride, was flower girl.
She wore an off-white ankle-length
satin dress with a mauve sash. She
also wore a necklace given to her
from the bride and groom. She carried a white basket filled with
mauve satin rose petals.
The groom.wore a black tuxedo
with tails, white vest and white tie
with a austimaria lilly boutonniere.
Rick Hale of Los Angeles,
Calif., brother of the groom, was
best man.
Groomsmen were Mark Hale,
cousin of the groom, Tim Garland
and Mitchell McNutt, all of
Murray.
Ushers were John Austin McDaniel, Big Sandy, Tenn., brother of
the bride, and Harry Coles,
Murray.
Bradley Hutson of Collierville,
Tenn., cousin 'of the groom, was
ring bearer. He was dressed like
The groom's chOcolate cake Was
the groom.
decorated with hearts and doves
The men attendants and the:. with the names of the bride and
bride's father wore matching tuxe- groom- in the center.
does with jackets with black vests
Serving were Charlene Waters,
and ties and austimaria lilly - Angela Phifer, and Lori Cantrell,
boutonnieres.
-all' of Big Sandy, Tenn., Lisa
The bride's mother wore a street Roberson, Paris, Tenn., and Kristy
length, off-white dress:The mother Dorroh, Dayton,-Ohio.
of the groom was attired in a street
Melissa Baggett, Dic,/esS,. Tenn.,
length mauve dress.
cousin of the bride, and Haley Ann
A reception followed in the Fel- Fox, New Johnsonville, Tenn.,
lowship Hall of the church.
presided at the guest register.
The couple cut a three tiered
After a honeymoon in the Bahawedding cake decorated with white ma Islands, the new Mr. and Mrs.
and mauve icing. Stairways led off H'ale 'are now residing on Rt., I,
of sides of the cake to two more ,Dexter.
tiers on both sides. A fountain with
The bride is employed at Wal-,
mauve colored water flowed
the groom at Murray
beneath the center cake.
State University.

Mr. and Mrs. Roger-Glenn Hale
The groom's parents were hosts
for a rehearsal dinner held in the
Fellowship ,Hall of the, church. A
barbecue :meal was served. Gifts
-.\tere presented to. the attendants.
Bridal events given in honor of
the couple include the following:
A household shoWeY given by
Barbara Winters .and Melanie
Steams at the Winters' home at
Camden, .Tenn.:.
. A Loa given, by members of the
Hale family at the University
Branch of the Bank of Muray:
A tea given by members of
Memorial Baptist Church;
A personal shower given by_
Charlene .Waters, Lori Cantrell and.;
'Angela Phifer -at the Waters' home
at Big Sandy, Tenn.

•

I

Singles' meeting Tuesday
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, Sept. 3, at 7 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building, 'Lust for Life,'
a program about "living,' will be presented. This will also be dues night. This
is a nonprofit support and social group for all single adults whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela,
753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday, Sept. 3, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and -refreshments.

Murray TOPS will ,meet
TOPS *Kentucky 34 of Murray, local chapter of TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club, Inc., will meet Tuesday, Sept. 3, at 7 p.m. at Southside Manor Community Room, Glendale Road, Murray. TOPS is an international,
nonprofit weight-control organization. Its program is based on a combination
of group dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For more
information call Lois Wilcox at 759-9964.

Cub Scouts signup Tuesday
Signup for Cub Scouts in Murray City Schools will be Tuesday, Sept. 3, at
6:30 p.m. in the Carter School Cafeteria. For more information call Barbie
Keel, 762-4492.

Miller shower planned Sept. 5
A shower for Roger and Teresa Miller will be held Thursday, Sept. 5, from
6 to 8 p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. The
Millers lost their trailer home and contents by fire recently. Mrs. Miller is
employed at Roy's Pharmacy and Mr. Miller is self employed. This shower is
being hosted by friends of the couple.

Overeaters on Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday, Sept. 4, at Elli
Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr. The beginners will meet at 5:15 p.m. wit
the regular meeting at 5:30 p.m. This is open to all interested persons
Overeaters Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women from all walks o
life who meet in order to help solve a common problem — compuls overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop eatin
pulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics Anonymous program. The
are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins, and no diets.

CALENDAR
Tuesday, Sept. 3

Monday, Sept. 2
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Narcotics

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Anonymous/7

Kentucky Barkley Bass n' Gals/7
p.m./Louie's Restaurant.

p.m./Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic Church.

Free blood pressure checks/12
noon-2 p.m./Murray Seventh-day
Adventist' Church.

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge
hall.

Medical Explorer Post 803 First
Nighter/ 6 : 3 0
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.

LBL events include Planetarium Singles of Churches of Christ and
interested
Show/2 p.m./GPVC; Spinning, other
Dyeing and Weaving/2-4 p.m. and persons/potluck-/6:3 0
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m./University church building.
p.M./Homeplace-1850; Deer Up
Close!/9:15 a.m., Eagles Up First Baptist Church WMU
Close!/1 p.m. and Coyotes and groups include/Bea Walker with
Wolves/2:30 p.m./WNC; KWW Lucy Lilly and Louie Moon with
Arts and Crafts Festival/Fenton Ruth Caldwell/7 p.m.
Access Area.
Mothers' Morning Out/9
a.m./First United Methodist
Tuesday, Sept. 3
Senior activities/9:30 a.m./Dexter Church.
Center.
AA and A-Ion/8 p.m./American
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 Legion Hall, South Sixth and
p.m./for senior citizens' activities. Maple Streets.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
LBL events include Planetarium
Show/2 p.m/GPVC; Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and -1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Snakes &
Turtles/2 p.m. and Hawks and
Owls/3:30 p.m./WNC.

Lathe's of Murray Country Club
schedule golf for morn* of Sept. 4
Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf on Wednesday, Sept.
4, at 9 a.m.
Lunch and business meeting
have been postponed until Wednesday, Sept. 11. Terry Shertzer and Freda Steely
will be hostesses: Those not listed,
in the lineup but desiring to play
may come and paired at the tee.
The lineup is as follows:
Ti. 1A - Terry Shertzer, Cathryn
Garrott, Toni Hopson and Margaret
Shuffett;
Toe 18 - Wanda Brown, Mary
Bogard, Lula Bingham and Betty Jo
Purdom;
Teo 16 - Billie Cohoon, Billie Silson,
Freda Steely and Peggy Shoemaker.
Tee 15 - Sue Brown, Anna M.
Adams, Edith Garrison and Shirley
Jenstrom;
Tee 14 - Evelyn Jones, lnus Orr,
Faira Alexander and Betty Hinton; •
Tee 13 - Frances 'Hulse, Tonya Fike, Betty Stewart and Lois Keller;

Tee 12 - - Rainey Apperson, Beni
Scott, LaVern Caxton and Norma
Frank:
Tee 11 - Rowena Cullom, Jane
Fitch, Bonnie Kessler and Sue
Costello;
Tee 10 - Martha Sue Ryan, Louise
Lamb, Rebecca West and Rebecca
Irvin;
Tee 9 - Marion Poole, Rebecca
Landoll, Lavern Ryan and ,Patty
Claypool.
Because of rain, golf play was
cancelled on Wednesday, Aug. 28.

24-hour Program Information
'(.502) 753.3314

Calloway County Genealogical
Society/4 p.m. at Annex of Calloway Public Library.
Calloway County Public Library
events will include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story Hour/10:30
a.m.

Recovery to meet Tuesday
otional
Recovery Inc., a self-help program for persons with nervous or
symptoms, will meet Tuesday, Sept. 3, at 7 p.m. at Red Cro Chapter
House,-223 W. South St., Mayfield. This group meets each Tuesday. For
more information call 1-247-5469.

Life House needs items
Life House, Crisis Pregnancy Center at 1506 Chestnut St., Murray, is in
need of some items and special services, according to the first edition at
'Welcome Life." They include five to six new or used baby beds to be
loaned out to clients; summer maternity clothing,- particularly sizes 16 and
up; counselor trainees and office workers (call 753-7172); and someone
willing to come in'twice a month to do general cleaning. Phil Kilby is director
at Life House.

Announcing The Expansion
Of Our Offices
Now in Suite 104 - Walnut Plaza

Law Offices of Ron Christopher
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
By Appointment

*
SALE

47.99

Post Impressions Perm
Reg, $55. '

753:1266
104 N. 5th St.

This is an edsertisement. ICantucky law does not certify specialties of lepl practice.

Sale price effective through
Saturda* September 7.

Shedd clinic dates given
_

el

The Shedd Academy clinic dates have been established. Appointments
.cin be made for the clinic dates which will be held in both Mayfield and/or
Paris, Tenn. Shedd also offers programs_to help-r.hildren, Symptomsofstudents 'with reading problems are varied. These are students with normal
intelligence. In addition to reading and comprehension problems, they often
have other characteristics.Vany of these children have short attention
spans, trouble with organization, reversals of letters and numerals, and concentration. They typically have problems with handwriting, fishing their work
and staying-on task. Therirray team better through visual or auditory (listening) techniques and seem to respond best to -multi-sensory teaching. For
information about making an appointment, answering your questions or
receiving a packet of information, contact: Nancy Miller, Shedd Academy,
346 Central Ave., Mayfield, Ky. 42066 or cell 1-247-8007.

306 Main St.

_759-4979

Schumacher
*Seabrook
Sun-Wall

300/0

*Seabrook Ends 8-17-91

Books

-Bali Mini-Blinds 55% Off

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
1991, JCPenney Company. Inc
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Elway, Cunningham both
have days to remember

Sports Writer
Jim LITKE
Associated Press

By The Associated Press

Murray State assistant coaches Bob Larson and Charley Wiles scout out the Southern Illinois-Southeast
Missouri contest Saturday in Cape Girardeau.

Scouting out the opposition
Off week gives Racers chance to see SIU
By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Lecigar & Times Sports Editor

CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. —
Bob Larson and Charley Wiles
were more than interested spectators Saturday at Houk Stadium.
The two Murray State assistant
coaches were scouting Southern
Illinois for the Racers, and watched
as SIU took a 28-27 victory over
Southeast Missouri.
With the Racers not receiving a
tape on the SIU-SEMO battle
(MSU didn't have a tape to trade in
a film exchange), Larson and Wiles
were paying particularly close
attention to the Salukis and future
opponent Southeast Missouri.
"What we're trying to do is to
get the pertinent information concerning the play — down, distance
and hash mark — and what we're
looking for offensely is defensive
formations, secondary coverage,
line play," Larson said. "I really
couldn't :tell you much about personnel — well see more of that on
film. We're looking" more at the
. whole concept."
The scouting work starts in pregame-drills, with a coach using a
stopwatch to time things he won't
see or may not see on the film —
hang time on a punt, field goal
kicking and distances on kicks.
"You don't get a chance on film
to see the punters distance, and
how much to average," Larson
said. "I work with our kickoff team

SULLIVAN'S
PAR 3 GOLF &
SPORTS CENTER
Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts
Lighted Driving
Range
Miniature Golf
Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages

3.00
3.00
2.00
1 75

c0C

probably have a coaching advantage — and they have a players
advantage. I would have rather
played this weekend."
• • • •
What Larson and Wiles saw was
Southern rebound from a 27-6 deficit thanks to a late second quarter
fumble, and effective long passing
from quarterback Brian Downey to
post a come-from-behind victory.
Downey was 14-of-25 in the air,
throwing for 309 yards and four
touchdowns. He threw scoring
strikes of 71 and 36 yards and also
aired out a completion for 72
yards.
• • • •
RACER NOTES: Starting
defenSive tackle Chaz Carpenter
was hampered in Saturday's practicchy an ingrown toenail. He will
have the toe cut-on Monday but
should be at full speed for the season opener. Carpenter's back up is
freshman David Esones...Freslunan
Chris Dill booted a 37-yard field
goal Friday, night when the Racers
held a game dress rehersal. He hit a
43-yard yarder earlier in the week
and just missed a 53-y arder...Former Racer tackle Eric Crigler, recently released by the Cincinnai Bengals, attended Saturday's
practice.'Crigler hopes to sign with
another NFL team but if he
doesn't, may enroll in graduate
school. Crigler participated in two
preseason games with the Bengals
and was on their playoff roster last
season...Tickers to the Murray
- State-Southern Illinois game go on
sale Tuesday at 'The MSU ticket
office in Stewart Stadium. Ticket's
are S6 (reserved bleacher), $5 (general admission) and S2 (children).
The_fir.st of 12 MS1IliziotbalLpress
luncheons is Tuesday at noon in
the Racer Room, while the first
_Racer Club football meeting is set
for. Tuesday at 6 p.m. at Seven a
Seas.
•

Redskins 4.5, Lions 0: Darrell Green set up two touchdowns with pass-Interceptions- and Brian Mitchell returned a
punl 69 yards for a score at RFK Stadium,
Bier/Mrs 26, Chargers 20: For Vie Irst Imo in three years. the Steelers got a TD pass in a season opener Bubby
Naar threw ft and Gary Anderson kicked tour field goals
Pothole 16, Cons 7: In Indianapolis, Jason Staurcbsky kicked three field goals and Tommy Hodson threw for a
touchdown, as the Patriots ended a 14-game losing streak dating to their test meeting :Nth the Colts, a 16-14 victory.
Beers 10, Vikings 6: Lim Habaugh passed for a touchdown and Kevin Butler kicked a held goal on an afternoon when
the dilemmas held center stage in Chicago's horns opener
Bale 36, Dolphins 3t: Mitch Stadium,im Kelly came back after spraining his left ankle to throw for 381 yards and
a touchdown. Thurman Thomas accounted for 267 yards nishin and receiving, sconng twice Dan Morino passed for
three TDs and is sixth alkime WM 243.
Oilers 47, Raiders 17: Warren Moon passed for two touchdowns and ran for one and the Oilers set up three touch,
downs with turnovers in the Astrodome. The Raiders had the ball for 77 seconds in the first penod.
Cardinals 24, Rams 14: Tom Tupa ran for one touchdown and passed for another as the Cardinals overcame the
loss through injury of last years staring quarterback. Timm Rosenbach The Rams helped the Cards by turning the
ball over six times at Anaheim Stadium.
Cowboys 26, Browns 14' In Cleveland, Troy Aikrnan passed for f74 yards and two touchtlownsin helping to.ruin the
coaching debut of the Browns' Bill Betchick. Ken Wills also kicked four field goals The Browns 0.111110 20.13 on
Bernie Kosar's 62-yard TO pass to Webster Slaughter on the first play of the second half
'Jets 16, Bucs 13 Pat Leahy, the NFL's oldest player at age 40, kicked three held goals. inckiding a 40-yarde`r with
122 to play in the Meadowlands, Blair Thomas, who ran for 92 yards kept the final drive alive and Ken O'Bnen's
25-yard pass to Rob Wore sat the stage for the deciding kick.
CMOs 14,'Falcons 3: In Kansas City. Christian Okoye ran for 1k3 yards. scoring one 4-yard run and bolting 48
yards to key a 91-yard drive capped by, Steve Deeerg's 6-yard pass to Emile Harry

Cardinals break out of
slump with power stroke
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Felix Jose and Ray Lankford aren't known
as home run hitters. But maybe they changed a few minds on Sunday.
Jose, who'began the game in a 4-for-36 slump, homered twice and
drove in five runs as the Cardinals snapped a four-game losing streak with
,
a 14-1 win Over the Giants.
a pair of SOIQ
;
,Lankford, 6-for-44 over a two-week period,'
homers to an 18-hit .attack. They were the first, major league- multiplehomer games for Jose and Lankford, who each have five homers this
season.
"I believe I can be.a good home run hitter because I can hit the ball a
long way," said Jose, whose two-run blast crff Don Robinson in the sixth
inning landed in the upper deck in right field at Candlestick Park.
Lankford,. who also made six tough catches in center field on a windy
day. "I got pitches to hit right over the plate, and I was able to drive
them," he said.
- Lankford's first homer triggered a four-run third off John'Burkell (9-9).
'Jose's two-run homer made it 9-0 in the sixth in support of Bob Tewksbury (9-9), who lost his shutout on Matt Williams /26th homer in the
seventh. Tewksbury wound up with a seven-hittee.
t -"Jose has got the strength to hit 25-30 hornert," Cardinals manager
JOe Toffe said. "He just has to Jearn to be More selective, and Lankford
the -outfield.
just needs the everyday feel of taking over

Volleyball, soccer Tigers take to the road
Staff Reports

Lessons By Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
753-1152
MURRAY, KY

— and I'll look closely what their
kicker does."
Working on special teams on
films can pay dividends. Last fall
for example, the Racer coaching
staff noticed something Tennessee
State was doing on kickoff return,
and took advantage of it with an
onside kick.
At halftime, Larson had already
picked up two things about the SW
kicking game.
"Last year, they kicked .from the
right hash and this year they are
kicking from the left hash," Larson
said. "And we know we won't kick
to No. 3 (Billy Swain)."
The scout is also looking for
things that don't show up on a film
— intangibles.
Body language, cadance, injuries
- are all little things that may not
show up on a film,
"For example, the Southern
defense when it came off the field
after that last touchdown (when
SEMO took a 27-7 lead) was very
disappointed," Larson said at halftime. "It showed that a lot of their
wind was taken away with SEMO
having a three touchdown lead.
That wasn't a defense that looked
excited. They looked like they
were ready to fold-up shop, and
that's something you won't see on
a film. That last touchdown before
half got them excited though (when
Southern scored last and cut the
SEMO lead to 26-14)::
While the Racers were getting to
see Southern play, SIU was getting
rid of first-game jittqrs that Murray
State may have cothe Saturday at
7:30 p.m. when the Racers open
their season.
"We have an advantage by getting to see them play, but they also
get to play," Larson said. "We'll
have an advantage in preparation.
They won't know what we're going
to do, but they've got an advantage
from a players standpoint. We

John Elway is having fun even as- he increases his workload..
Calling his own plays for the first time in a nine-season career, Elway
ran and passed the Broncos to,a stunningly easy 45-14 romp over the
Bengals as the NFL opened the regular season on Sunday.
On a day when the Eagles' Randall Cunningham likely had his season
ended with torn knee ligaments and the Seahawks' Dave Krieg had his at
least severely shortened by a broken thumb, the NFL got a big day from
One of its biggest nsmes.
"That was as much fun as I've had in a game in a long time," Elway
said after reaching into his bag of tricks and coming out with two touchdown passes, two TD runs and 471 yards. What made it more fun was that
the Broncos had averaged a mere 10 points and 225 yards a game in
exhibition play.
A measure of how surprised the Bengals mist have been could be seen
in the dazed look of Broncos coach Dan Reeves, who had no idea he'd
have such as easy time against one of the league's better teams.
"We just had a good, solid - performance offensively," he said. "I
talked earlier in the week about the apprehension I had, not knowing how
we were going to play. ObviOusly, we made some progress from the
preseason.,'
"That's what happens when you execute on offense and your defense
makes big plays," Elway said.
In a league that treasures its quarterbacks, Elway's performance was
one of the few brights spots.
Cunningham, the NFC Pro -Bowl starter the last three years, had his
season likely come to an end when he was hit as he threw a pass early in
the second quarter against the Packers. He tore two ligaments in his left
knee and, according to. the team doctor, was probably facing surgery.
The Eagles didn't seem to miss Cunningham against the Packers,-however. Old pro Jim McMahon threw for two touchdowns and the defense
did ,the rest in a 20-3,victory.
The Seahawks got a lift from their sub quarterback, Jeff Kemp, after
Krieg went out with a broken thumb on his' right hand. But the Saints
edged the Seahawks 27-24 behind the late heroics of Bobby Hebert, who
was making his return, after sitting out last season in.a contract dispute.
Hebert's 10-yard throw to Floyd Taylor with 1:11 left won it. •
Kemp had a late touchdown .pass wiped away when receiver Tommy
.Kane was ruled out of-bounds, and a 15-yard penalty for arguing that call
pushed kicker John Kasay back just far enough to miss a 37-yard field
.
goal attempt that would, have tied it.
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The Murray State Racer volleyball team and the Murray High soccer Tigers took to the road this
weekend with mixed results.
The Racers lost three matches in
the Commonwealth Classic, while
the Tigers defeated Bowling Green,

RACER
CLUB
MEETING,

must have been in the back of,the
when we play 'at Wright State."
2-1 Saturday afternoon. _
eyes, as MOrehead won the
Eagles'
Western
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*
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not stay in
would
momentum
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Jill
Doty
s
erive„where
ern Kentucky and Morehead State in four games each on Saturday' Racers 16-14-winners with an ace. Murray's favor, as Morehead won
and host Louisville in three guiles The game lead was short lived, As the match with a 15-10 win in
on Sunday, Murray Statt, coach. Western took the final three games Game 4. Doty led Murray with 13
Oscar Segovia believes there' is no for a 14-16, 15-4, 15-2 and 15-9 kills and 18 digs, while freshman
victory.- Junior Renee Bailey led Sarah Dearworth turned in six
reason to panic.
the Racers with eight kills and nine blocks. ,
"We 'did some good things in
On Sunday, the Racers battled
digs.
three
considering
matches-,
those
Metro
champion Louisville, falling
Agaiir nn $aturday, Murray got
the leyel of competition, our. inexin
threegames, 15-6, 15-3 and
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perience as a team and the fact that off to a slow start against
15-10.
Doty
led the Racers with
we, had only about two weeks to
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kilts,
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predate," Segovia said. "There are- „State. •The. defending conference
a lot of things we must work on, co-champions had a score to settle Denise Donnelly had nine digs on
such as running our offense and
with the Racers, Who eliminated defense.
The Racers stay on the tournapositioning, but I believe we'll be a
the Eagles from last season's OVC
much better team by next weekend' Tournament in November. Revenge (Coned on page 7)

From old to young, from
mentor to student, from injured
star to impatient bench-sitter —
there was so much talk of torches being passed recently that
you half-expect somebody to
show up on a disableil list
somewhere with burn marks.
A rash of such reports at this
time, of year is to be expected
because of the start of the NFL
season. Pro football leads the
sporting world in torch-handling
because injuries are so commonplace and because, like a
seasoned auto 'dealership, teams
know by now to stock enough
replacement parts to keep the
business running smoothly.
What seems unusual this year,
though, is that the non-contact
games of tennis and track have
staged a few notable torchpassing ceremonies in the past
week as well.
Most turn out not to be
worth the time or attention they
consume. All too often, the
torch is either doused, dropped
or reclaimed. The Chicago Cubs,
'after all, showed promise of a
dynasty when they won back-toback World Series in 1907-08
— and everybody knows how
things turned out afterward.
With that in mind, here is a
brief look at just one example
drawn from recent football,
track and tentgs headlines and
why most of this torch-passing
talk turns out to be just that;
Talk.
— Jim McMahon takes over
leadership of the Philadelphia
offense from quarterback Randall
- Cunningham and leads the ,
Eagles to victory.
This one, admittedly, looks
weird on its face. McMahon,
after. all, is the old guy in this
equation and he already extinguished one torch before he
could pass it gong to any of
-his several understudies on the
Chicago Bears. .
But after Green Bay linebacker Bryce Paup crashed into .
Cunningham's left knee Sunday
on the first play in the second
quarter, tearing ligaments and in
likelihood ending Cunningham's season,' McMahon looked
like The Man once again. He
promptly fired two touchdown
passes in a 20-3 victory, singlehandedly resuscitating several
million Eagles fans who slipped
into shock when Cunningham
failed to bounce up off the turf.
Inspiring as it seemed, McMahon's performance was the
cruelest kind of torch-passing
because the flame is only going
to flicker briefly. The Eagles
• slim chances of going anywhere .
this season Were carried on the
narrow shoulders of the durable,
multi-talented Cunningham.
When he went down; he took
twicitkhetsh.im any Super Bowl
• — American youngsters like
Michael Chang and Andre Agassi take over leadership of
American tennis from old-timers
John McEnroe and Jimmy •
Connors.
The truth is, there will never
be an orderly changing of the
guard so long as McEnroe and
Connors are involved. And there
isn't anybody fiery enough to
wrest the 'torch away, besides.
Chang forced Connors to
(
'withdraw at the French Open
this year when he dragged the
39-year-old (today) left-hander
into a fifth set. Then, he made
McEnroe a notch on his belt
after five sets and nearly 41/3
hours'of play al the U.S. Open
last week.
He might be as determined a
competitor as either man, but he
is going to need a charisma
transplant and a much more
thweding
hvoasrtiedof gfaomreetgt000rsgentopwastcro
the lofty plateau that wa once
the domain of Connors and
McEnroe.
(Coned on page 7)
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Tuesday, Sept. 3rd
at 6 p.m.
Seven Seas

COMPAREOnMY RATES

FOR THE LOWEST
PRICES IN TOWN.
litstallatiori and,frrvice

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 South 12th (641 South)
Vi

753-4563

-Life -1-leaftti -Annuities
-Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
-.Medicare Supplements

Dan
McNutt, AA1
753-4451

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt
407 Maple St.
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Actions& Reactions
YOUTH BASEBALL
Registration for the Murray-Calloway
County Baseball Association's fall
instructional lehgue (tor players born
between August 1, 1981 and August 1,
1983) will be held at Dennison-Hunt
Sports Goods on Tuesday and Wednesday. September 3-4 from 3:30 p.m to 6
'p.m Registration fee is $15 per player,
and everyone who has expressed interes‘ in the league is encouraged to sign
up. For more information, call Larry Geib
at 489-2198 or Rob Seay at 753-7727.
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GOLF
Mark Brooks shot
FRANKLIN, Wls.
a 2-under-par 70 for a one-stroke victory
over Robert Gamez in the Greater Milwaukee Open on Sunday. Brooks finished with an 18-under 270 total on the
7,030-yard Tuckaway Country Club
course. Gamez also closed with a 70.

TRACK

.

TOKYO -Carl Lewis capped a sensational series of performances in the world
. _championships by anchoring the U.S.
400-meter relay team to a world record of
37.50 seconds Sunday. [awls followed
brilliant legs by Andre Cason, Leroy Burrell and Dennis Mitchell with a devastating anchor that helped the team shatter
the world record of 37.67 set by the foursome of Mike Marsh, Burrell, Mitchell and
Lewis at Zurich, Switzerland, on Aug. 15

ict
ave

FOOTBALL

'St

Florida Stale strengthened its hold on
No. 1, while Georgia Tech and Brigham
Young plummeted Sunday in the first

regular-season Associated Press college
poll Florida State received 54 of 59 firstplace votes and 1,469 points alter beating E)YU 44-28 in the Pigskin Classic
SOUTH BEND, Ind. - Notre Dame
coach Lou Holtz said Sunday he will discipline quarterback Rick Mirer and linebacker Demetrius DuBose for breaking
team rules stemming from their weekend
arrests, but they will not be dismissed or.
_suspended from the team. Mirer, a junior
from Goshen, Ind., and DuBose, a junior
from Seattle, were arrested for public
intoxication and disorderly conduct Friday after police were called to break up
an off-campus party.

AUTO RACING
DARLINGTON, S.C. - Harry Gant
took advantage of pole-sitter Davey Allison's problems to' capture the Southern
500 on Sunday, extending his own mark
as the oldest driver to capture_ a NASCAR Winston Cup race. Gant, 51, driving
an Oldsmobile, look the lead on the
298th lap of the 367-lap race after a caution and coasted to an 11.05-second victory over Ernie Irvan's Chevrolet. Gant
averaged 133.508 mph.
VANCOUVER, British Columbia Michael Andretti made several daring
passes to overcome an earlier stall in the
pits andcapture the Vancouver MolsonIndy on Sunday.

TENNIS
NEW YORK - Top-seeded Stefan
Edberg defeated Michael Chang 7-6
(742), 7-5, 6-3, and third-seeded Michael
Stich beat Derrick Rostagno 6-2, 3-6,
6-1, 7-6 (7-4) to advance to the quarterfinals of the U.S Open on Sunday.

Sports Writer ...
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(Cont'd from page 6)
Agassi has the lion-sized
game, but not the heart.
Defending Open champion Pete
SampraS may yet, turn out to be
a. one-trick pony, still handsome
and polite, but toe undisciplined
to deal with the pressures of
staying on top for more'than
two weeks at _a time._Xrenc_h
Open winner Jim Courier might
be the best of the emerging
crop, but then again, he might
be even more laid-back than
Sampras.
- Mike Powell eclipses Bob
,Beamon's long jump mark and
takes- over leadership of the
event from Carl Lewis.
Even Powell isn't buying into
this one. .
After he uncorked his incredible 29-foot-4% -ipch leap at the
world. championships in Tokyo,
Powell sat on a bench next to
U.S. teammate Larry Myricks
and asked Myricks to commit to
memory forever their ensuirig
conversation.
It apparently went something
like this:
"Larry, I want you to prom- •
ise me that you'll remember
that I had the world record.
"You've already goi it. What

U of L, on the run, downs
Eastern Kentucky in rain •
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Louisville, which threw for more than 100
yards in every game last year, had to turn to a newfound workhorse back
to pull out a 24-14 victory over Eastern Kentucky in the teams! first game
this season.
Sophomore fullback Ralph Dawkins, who shed 20 pounds in the off
season, carried the ball Saturday for 162 yards- nearly twice his team's
total in the air.
And nobody was as surprised as he was to hear his final total.
"I thought I had barely a 'hundred'," Dawkins said.
Forty-five of his yards came on 11 consecutive carries in Louisville's
final drive. Dawkins' nine-yard scoring run, with 1:37 to go capped'the
series that ate 5:30 off the clock and preserved Louisville's victory.
"Thank god we made a comthitment to riin the football and preserve
the win," Cardinal' coach Howard Schnellenberger said. "It's a great
asset to have in. your toolbox a back like Dawkins."
The only experienced ball carrier this season for touisville, (1-0), ai
then 207-pound Dawkins averaged about 11 rushes per game last-year,
less than half his 27 Saturday against the Colonels (0-1).
"I was Surprised to get it that much," said Dawkins, who has trimmed
to about 188. "I know last year I couldn't do that. That many times last
year and I'd have had to have someone come and get me."
Louisville had led 10-0 in the first half and 17-7 in the fourth quarter.'
But Division 1-AA preseason No. 2 Eastern Kentucky then put together its
only sustained drive of the game, marching 58 yards in five plays. Tim
Lester, who finished with 93 yards and two touchdowns, capped the drive
with a 4-yard scoring run to cut Louisville's lead to three after the conversion kick was good with 9:19 left.
The teams then traded turnovers. Eastern's Brad Ladd intercepted a Jeff
Brohm pass at the Louisville 40, But the Colonels could not get a first
down and the Cardinals got the ball on the Eastern 45 when Colonel punter Tim McNamee fumbled the snap, setting up the Dawkins-led drive.
"After the interception, I thought we had a chance to win, but Louisville's defenseplayed really well," Eastern Kentucky coach Roy Kidd said.
"After the fumbled punt we got our heads down and get a little tired I
think.".

Volleyball, soccer ...

do you mean had? .
"Just promise me. Just promise you'll remember that you
knew me when I had the world

record."
What occasioned .this conversation .was not Powell's premonition of an 'Untimely end, butthe sight of Lewis on the runway with another jump yet to
come. Lewis- had built a streak
of 65 straight wins in the
event, several of ,the more
recent onesr-at the expense of
Powell and often with his final
leap.
On this night, of course, it
didn't happen: Earlier in the
championships, Lewis had won
the .100-meter dash in world•
record •Lime and he would
subsequently run the anchor leg
for the U.S. 400-meter relay
team that would set another.
Now most people would take
the title of "world's fastest
human" over the much more
clumsy "world's longest-lumping
human," but not Lewis. 'He.
wants both and he will have
both by the time the, Barcelona
Games are finished.
He knows it, Powell knows
it, and Powell knows Lewis
knows he knows it.

(Coned from page 6)
ment road next weekend, traveling
to Dayton, Ohio for the Wright
State Raider Classic. Murray plays
Wright State on Friday and Loyola
of Chicago, Connecticut and Qhio
on Saturday.
Despite playing short-handed for
the entire second half Saturday,
Murray High made their two goal
lead hold up and came home from
Bowling Green with a 2-1 victory.
A firsj OW goal by Matt Weatherly and a second half score by
Aaron Whitaker allowed the Tigers
to fall back and protect their goal,
while playing with only 10 men in
the second half. A player ejection
near the end of the first half forced
the Tigers to play at a disadvantage
for More than a half.
"In the second half we stayed in
our own half of the field," Head
coach James Weatherly said of the
strategy. "We made a couple of
runs up field, but basically we fell
back and protected our half."
Weatherly's goal came 15
minutes into the game,
Tigers up 1-0. junior midfielder
Russ Adkins sent in a. low pass
from the wing to Weatherly, a
sophomore, stationeil in front_ of

eutting-the

the goal.
Leading 1-0 in the second half,
Whitaker scored on a coiner kick
early in the half. Whitaker, a senior
midfielder, tea the pass from
sophomore David Gressler to put
the Tigers up 2-0.
Bowling Green scored on a free
kick with 10 minutes to play in the
game to pull within one goal and
make the final score 2-1.
The win moved the Tigers' to
1-0-1- after a season-opening tie
last week against St. Mary.
"Aaron Whitaker had an outstanding game," Weatherly said of
his versatile senior captain. "-He
really controlled the midfield for us
and played good defense when we
pulled him back in the second
half." •
Weatherly also noted the outstanding efforts of goalkeeper Hal
Nance, sweeper Derek Plummer
and fullback Brock Hammat.
Next, the Tigers will face district
rival Calloway County on Tuesday
night at North Calloway Elemen, tary. The varsity contest will kickoff at 5 p.m.
'"I'm sure it will be an-exciting
game," Weatherly said of the -first
district game for each team. "It
always is. It's an excellent rivalry."
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SCOREBOARD
"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
INext to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance coffPafflis
Home Office: Bloomington, Minces

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is There.

Jane Rogers 733-9627
BASEBALL

. Toronto
Detroit
Boston
lAkvaukes
New You,
&Amore
Cleveland
Minnesota
Oakland
Chicago
Texas
Kansas City
Sears
Calkers

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Divisien
L
W
7) 59
70 61
67 63
63 67
59 70
53 77
43 87
West Division
W
L
79 53
71 61
70 61
68 61
67 62
67 64
63 67

Pct.
553
534
515
485
457
408
331

GB
5
9
124
19
29

Pct, GB
598
$34 I
514
527
519- 104
511 11'•
485 15

Sunday's Garnsa
New York 4, Torosto 2
lAnnesola 14, Baltimore 3
Chicago 6 Cleveland
likkvaLkee 3 - CarIornia
Texas 6 Kansas Cly 4
Detroit 5 Oanand 2
Boston 13 Seattle 2
Monday4i4liernar.
Bellmore (Johnson 4-5) at Toronto iCandiors
11-14 12:35 pm - Cleveland (King 5-8) at Minnesota (Enckson 164),
1:05 p.m
California (Abbott 14-8) at lAlwaukes (August 94),
1:15 p.m_
New York (Taylor 7-7) at Texas (Boyd 0-4). 335
pm
Kansas City (Aquino 6-2) at Chicago (Hibbard
8-10), 705 p tr
Detroit (Gullickson 16-7) at Seattle (DeLucia 11-8).
7.05 pm
Only games scheduled
Tuesdsy's Games
California (Langston 15-7) at Boston (Gardiner
6-6), 6:35 p.m.
- Baltimore (McDonald 5-8) at Toronto (Vio(ti 13-9),
6 35 p m_
Kansas City (Ammo 10-9) at Chicago (McDowell
154). 705 o m

NATIONAL LEAGUE,
East Division
WI
Pct.
lideburgh
77 52
597
St. Lows
70 59
543
65 65
500
Netaror
492
64 66
PNIadelphis
63 67
485
Montreal
411
53 76
West Division
W
Pct.
Atlanta
.72 58
554
Los Angeles
554
72 58
Cincinnati
64 66
492
San Diego
64 67
489
San Francisco
477
62 68
Houston
53 77
408

GB
7
12.4
13.4
14*4
24
GB

•

a
10
19

Iluedsy's Gress
Montreal 6, Houston 1
Philedielpida 5, Ationta 4. 10 innings
New York 9, Cincriteri 4 •
,Los Angeles 12. Chicago 3
St Louis 14, San Francisco 1
San Diego 7, Pliteldurgh
Moadsys Gaines
Atlanta-(Glavin* 17-8) at Montreal (Sampson 6-41.
1215 pm
Houston (Bowan 3-2) at Now York (Viola 12-12).
12.40 p.m.
Pittsburgh. (Drabek 13.11) at San Francisco
(McClellan 3.2), 4'45 p m
Cincinnati (Browning 13-8) at Philadelphia (Mulliol.
land 12-11). 605 p m
Chicago (Birscki 12-8) at San Diego Hurst 15-6),
8 05 p m
St Louis (Hill 84)at Los Angeles (0)eda 9.8) 935
m
Tuesday's Gems*
Atlanta (Smoltz 10-13) at Montreal lames 3-51.
6.35 pm.
Cinannat (Rip )14) at Philadelphia IC Brantley
0-0). 6.35 p.m.
Houston (Portugal 10-6) at New York (Young 0-11.
6-40 pm
adeux 11-81 at San Diego (Banes
(;thoia
,05 .1.4rn.
10.
c
). go(Gp
St. Louis (Olivares 7-5) at Los Angeles (Morgan
10-9). 9:35 pm
Pittsburgh (Walk 7-2) at San Francisco (T Wilson
9-91. 9.35 p in

I •

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

Call_ me about...
*Medicare Supplement
*Nursing Home or
*Health Insurance
Holton, Melugin &
Haverstock Insurance

Lindy T. Suiter

211§. 12th St.

753-3415

ITU
f

'14.99

GYMS

A Month

No Contract

ASK ABOUT AEROBICS
1413 Olive Blvd., Murray

759-4955
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1); THE '92's ARE ROLLING IN
The Rebates Are Right Behind!
The AU New
1992
F-Series

Rebates Available
On These 1992 Models:

ike
Agas-

niers

ever
the
and
there
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es.

1992 Crown Victoria

or

A
)pen

ul a
ut he
a

1992
Grand Marquis

/0*A.P.R.
:Financing

the
ler
nade

*Topaz *Sable *Cougar *Grand Marquis
*Tracer *Escort *Tempo *Taurus
*Thunderbird *Mustang *Probe
*Crown Victoria *Ranger *Amstar
*Bronco and the All New F-Series!

cuse•rikerNIMMMIll tares= IllrikiodeN

$750
•7.9% A.P.R. Financing available to qualified buyers with
approved credit. 7.9% Financing for up to 48 months.

To

Cash
Back

esumaitexemeammee
Nr.swor
v!
)
..

Hurry In - Offer Ends Sept. 25!

'ding

ICC

3

James Parker
753-5180

John Parker
753-1833

Joe Parker
753-2656

David Parker
'759-1980

Joe Rowland
75413-8013

•II

Nick Ryan
436-2486

Ron Wright
753-0156

Dwight McDowell
753-9902

Thomas Jones
753-5405

Larry McCully
354-6980

Joe Atkins
759-9859

Rodger Mayer
753-6694 \\>

Five-Time Consecutive Award Winner Of The Ford Motor Company Chairman's Award

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main Street

Murray

(502)753-5273

•
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MICROWAVE ABLE
MEALS

PRICES AND COUPONS IN THIS AD EF'ECTIA THRU SI

s.s oz.

12 OL

13 OL

22501

5(1.

•
•

SHOP RELIABLE FOR BONUS
.14 OZ REGULAR,
ORANGE OR
STRAWBERRY
4.7 OZ. SUGAR
FREE ORANGE
.7.4 OZ. SUGAR
FREE REGULAR

.12 OZ. LEMON
OR CHERRY
EXTRA
STRENGTH

599

CO

MAALOX
ANTACID
PLUS

METAMUCIL
.4- POWDER

429

=I =II EMI NMI MI

599

-..1•JAALOX PLUS

2.99

RELY ON US FOR ALL Y • UR PRES
ReIyXTM utilizes the most widely used Ph meg Core Sysi
Transferring your pres cription is Q
Just bring in your bottle and our pharma

CHUCKLES •
JU JUBES
c4

1oo a.CHERRY TABLETS
(INN. WAFERS.24(1

LE

=N

N

MEI

ISIETTISSWOIETANrip: Ant.

^-0 sow°

cDittIGS

$500 Off Pre criptiou

FREE 2 LITRE OF ANY DIET
SODA WITH THE PURCHASE
OF DEXATRIM.

*Good on any new or transferred xesc ion. •Not valid for a
elf prescription is under $5.00, It RE
prescriptions tra
*One coupon per person per visit.
Reliable Drug Si
•Vali
10/3/91

'CAFFEINE RE
-CAPLETS 01
CAPSULES
"WITH VII.
CAPLETS OR
CAPSULES

.) virion
TABLETS

II= INN II

ASPIRIN PLUS MAALOX
UQUID

ASCRIN1N

DEXATRIM 1MMODIUM
a•
49
2
99
2
2 OL
20
MOW

*4 OZ.

II SIM
TINACTIN
- CREAM
C79

LIQUID AEROSC
OR 10 CC LIQUID

Paden( Paden

379

101..

01

RELIABLE BRANDS SAVE YOU
P CDPE
!

ettuo,s

<at

NATURAL
VIECIEINIU
WINNE

111101.111AL
VINIEDAILE
LANIO1VE

11110

•110.01•••

00

kilt VIM

Su.Phedrine

KNEE EDS

lilA ill 4tII

13111.1

IGS

Nasal Cecongestant
••••OOOOO••••••

•”•••

411,6a
/
Y3

Baby
Powder
..t.„

MED.44(Tea 32

ELASTIC LEG

DIAPERS
739

Sam am es
rem

VELVETY
SOFT

a

6,ORM a.1.111 egMgliMl

'-11114'
IVI 2*
4.4 OZ. GEL OR PASTE

BABY
POWDER
mt

ASSORTED SHADES

TARTAR CONTROL

DECONGESTANT

TOOTHPASTE

SU•PHEDRINE

KNEE HI'S

24 a.

,
COMPARE TD JOHNSON & JOHNSON"

I—'

COMPARE TO CRESTN

DEPARTMENT STORE QUALITY
AT REUABLE PRICES

COMPARE TO SUDAFEDTm

43011111111•11

Pain Reliev r

ow°
too°

t.:

11.111i!

=IN=

L.

EXTRA STRIKER PAIR RELIEVER

SENSITIVE
EYES

DOUBLE
TIPPED

1411r

COTTON
SWABS

SCENTED OR UNSCENTED

BABY WIPES
11 99
84 a.
COMPARE TO BABY FRFSHnd

REGULAR OR 1TH VITAMIN C

OROL
CAPLETS

99

300 CT.

169
COMPARE TO DEXATRIMTm

"
COMPARE TO Q-TIPST,

POWDER SCENT •
OR FRESH SCENT

I Ail

BATH St
SHOWER
DEODORANT
BODY POWDER

Certtral-Vite

fie Daily

•

Plus Iron
LIMIT ONE COUPON GOOD
DIRU SUNDAY
L SEPTEINEI 8, 1991

120L
COMPARE TO BAUSCH & LOMIrm

•
UR el MIMI

ANTACID
LIQUID
WITH
SIMETHICONE

147
OZ.
COMPARE TO MYLINTATII

t zr.7.1;11-71.-

1

EXTRA STRENGTH

PAIN REUEVER
37

2

100 G.

COMPARE TO EXCEDRINTN

DENTURE
TABLETS
90 a.
99
2
COMPARE 1 DEFFERDENT""

tlOn
Raw.—

li

1 ill I Ali:

11 19

ANTACID
LIQUID

NIALS
Narn

cLEANsEk.
stre

mop*

1 00 OFF
1401iy 16
BRAND
VITAMIN

SALINE
SOLUTION

COTTON BALLS

77'69!

91, 99' 87
14 OL

MULTI-PURPOSE

MOM POTIONICT OPPLIMMOIT

ASSORTED
SCENTS

TWIN
PACK

DISPOSABLE
DOUCHE

1 27 97'
13 OZ.

I.

COMPARE TO SHOWER TO SHOWER"'

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

REGULAR
OR
LEMON
LIME

COMPARE TO MASSENGILU'l

UT WI N 01 oaf

COMPARE TO HEAD &
SHOULDERS DRY SCALP'TM

SHAVE CREAM

9915OZ
COMPARE TO GILLETTE FOAMY'

MURRAY, K

BOINZ
LO

Pero ode
RI I 10%1
••••

L

PIMPLE
MEDI

111

29

COMPAR TO OXY -

1 OL

a
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BASF

f
Coe,

Z
T
Supercolor

T LOJ
i
L
. i
Polaroid

SPECTRA *TIME ZERO *600 PLUS

PUREX
LAUNDRY
DETERGENT

D UGS.TM 399

1 THIS AD EF

HEAVY DUTY •6 PK C OR D
*3 PK 9 VOLT 08 PK AA-

EalVt THRU SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 8, 1991

VIDEO TAPE

1I?

59
9

WHITE/ ASSORTED COtORS
250 CT.

BASF

RAYOVAC
BATTERIES

POLAROID
FILM

PUFFS

STANDARD VHS

PUFFS PLUS
144 CT.

1 19
49
2

!
.11A LE BRANDS Alio LOW PRICES EVERYDAY
STYLE

Nr/T
^f -6

COMPUTER
SYSTEM

RALLY OUR PRESCRIPTION NEEDS
idely used Ph nrmacy Core System in the Drug Store Industry.
your preJ cription is Quick and Easy!
bottle and our pharmacist will do the rest.
-- —

CUTEX

GREENTAG
CLEARANCE
AISLE

*REGULAR
*NON ACETONE
*LEMON LANOLIN
KONDMONING
*VIC LOTION
*(LEAN SCENT

50% TO
75% OFF

1.4Quergeor-

ORIGINAL RETAILS

VASEIME
Care
INTB6NE
LF.V. CARE
LOON

77'

1 99

OZ.

*ASST. VARIETIES
1507.

SHAMPOO OR
CONDITIONER

LADY

Viselint;

MITCHUIVI

Intensive

NAIL
POLISH
REMOVER

AND SAVE

mi

MN I um mo num EMMEN mg

I MIN

LOOK FOR OUR

•1.5 OZ. ROLL ON
*2 OZ. SOLID.
*4 OZ. AEROSOL
SCENTED OR UNSC.

10 OL REG., ALOE 8
LANOLIN, SENSITIVE,
EXTRA STRENGTH
•UV HAND AND BODY
LOTION 5.5 OL

Nt

It

03 OZ. ASST.
VARIETIES

•1.5 OZ. ROLL ON
*2 OZ. SOLID
SCENTED OR UNg.

HAIRSPRAY

MITCHUM

99'
249
STYLE PLUS COND.*LIGHT,
REG., OR EXTRA *15 OZ.. 1.99

IttRUG!C

lff Prescription Drugs

QUEEN
ct?livuoi HELENE

or transferred xesc *ion. •Not valid for any insurance program or
nder $5.00, It's FRE
prescriptions transferred from any other
erson per visit.
Reliable Drug Store.
*Vali fru 10/3/91
TIM I1_1 PO rft
im MIN

NIM

111111

5.0
•••••••••••47.

110111

FASTEETH
FIXODENT

250 GM REGULAR

'407.

D AEROSC 01.
10 CC LIQUID

Pried Pird14
NATURAL
NATURAL

PERDIEM

79

ASSORTED SHADES REVLON

1.6 OZ. DENTURE POWDER

NATURAL VEGETABLE LAXATIVE

.110allaLE
LAMM

1.5

COLORSILK

\
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The Reliable DrugsSenior Savings card entities everyone 60 years of age or older to receive
an incredible 10% OFF EVERYTHING* you buy at Reliable Drug Stores every
Wednesday.That's in addition to our already low prices;PLUS Senior Gtizens save 10%
EVERYDAY on presaiptions."
You can save:

•10% OFF ALL NAME‘tAND MERCHANDISE
•10% OFF ALL RELIABLE BRAND MERCHANDISE'
*ADDITIONAL 10% OFF ALL SALE MERCHANDISE
•10% OFF ALL BONUS BUY MERCHANDISE'
•Does not oppty on soh drinks, cigorenes„ beer or in compaction with ony other &count. Does not oppty to tiird party co pay nsurorxe
Does not indicate on ockitionol 10% ott on Sensor
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Labor Day was first observed 109
years ago in honor of those who
created our goods and services. We
join again in honoring those workers
who have helped build our nation's
economy.
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
U.S. consumers paying less
for beef due to large supplies
By MARGARET SCHEFJF
Associated Press Writer

,

WASHINGTON -- Consumers
are paying less for beef no' than at
any time in the past year and a halC
because of the large supply typical
at the end of a growing cycle, the
National Cattlemen's Association
reports.
The average price, of six cuts of
beef on Aug. 22 was $3.05 a
pound, compared with $3.14 a
pound two weeks earlier. The peak
this year was S3.26 in May.
It takes about two years to get a
cow from birth to slaughter and
farmers traditionally hold cattle for
as long as possible to get the best
price. At the end of the cycle, an
abundance of cattle commonly hits
the market.
"This is obviously a good time
for consumers to buy beef," Don
Smith, president of the cattlemen's
association, said Thursday.
"Data on cattle numbers indicate

Other states in the top 10 among
exporters, rank&I in terms of value
of-exports, were: Iowa, Illinois,
Nebraska, Texas, Kansas, Minnesota, Indiana, Missouri and Ohio.
These states accounted for 59 percent of all U.S. agricultural

exports, the report said.
"While the total value, of agricultural exports increased just I
percent from fiscal 1989, the differences in the value of individual
commodities varied widely," the
report said.
"Wheat export value, for example, dropped 30 percent from fiscal
1989. The decline mirrored
decreased demand for U.S. wheat
and a drop in the price as world
production reached a'record high.
Dairy products, animal fats, rice
and soybeans also declined in
value."
Export value increased for vegetables 34 percent. cotton 32 percent
and fruits 22 percent, the report
said.

Pesticide residue tops
list of concerns in state
Kentuckians arto1fcerned about
the safety of their food supply, and
pesticide residues top their list of
concerns,. according to a survey of
661 Kentucky residents. The
survey was conducted last fall by
the University of .Kentucky.
"Twenty-three percent of the
respondents said they believe their
food supply lobe very safe; 61 percent said it is somewhat safe and
13 percent said they .considered it
to be not safe at all," said Nancy
Strang, research specialist with the Department of Rural Sociology at
the Univeriity of Kentucky College
of Agriculture. She is a member of
the Food Safety and Quality Task
Force, a UK task, force investigating food safety issues.
Over half of the respondents said
that. pesticide . residues were of
major concern. Another 21 percent
listed food additives as a concern
and 20 percent .said that food poisoning is their ‘primary concern.
Hormones and antibiotics each
were listed as concerns for 4 percent, Strang said.
"Perhaps the reason that so many.
listed pesticide residues as a major
concern is because of the great
amount of public discussion during
the past two years about chemicals
used ih the production process,
she said.
The process of evaluating a pes. ticide has several built-in safeguards designed to make sure that
the food Americans eat is safe, said
Jerry. Brown, UK Extension horn-.
culturist. He also is a member of
the Food Safety/Quality Task
Force.
"The Food and Drug Administration and the Environmental Protection , Agency are both responsible
for evaluating, setting and enforcing safe levels of pesticide residues
which are allowed to remain in
hod for human .consumption,' he
said. .
"EPA scientists calculate thy"
safe daily intake of any particular
pesticide for humans and
100-fold safety factor. Furthermore, they assume" that a certain
crop is treated with the highest leg
.al level of a pesticide and that they
consider consumer diet .pattems,"
Brown said.
Brown said there arc reports that
without the tise of pesticides, much
ot the 1LS. crop production would
he lost to pests, which would make
food much more expensive_
-7While there is much interest in
organic alternatives, some of these
may also have carcinogenic.
•

Associated Press Writer

$4.19.
—T-bone steak, $520.
The cattlemen's association said
its figures are higher than the Agriculture Department average for all
cuts because it does not factor in as
many cuts of beef.
USDA's official price' report
showed that_the average retail price.
of choice beef was $2.88 per pound
in July and the average price of all
beef was S2.63 per pound. This
compares with a cattlemen's association average of $3.18 on July
11.

mutagenic or toxic properties," the
scientist said.
Organically and conventionallygrown fruits and vegetables may
also be contaminated by diseasecausing organisms such. .as salmonella," he said. This is one or
the reasons fruits and vegetables
need to be rinsed before .eating
them.
Brown said that more and more
farmers are using integrated pest
management measures to grow
their crops with a minimal use of
pesticides.
"Basically, integrated pest managemerg used scouting for insects
and diseass„s to determine insect
and disease level to help make
decisions about using pest, control
methods. This includes selective
plant 'bleeding, biological controls
and crop rotation to help alleviate
the necessity of pesticides; pesticides are used only when necessary," Brown said.
In a pilot study in two orchards,
University of Kentucky Extension
specialists and researchers used
predictive equipment and scouting
to anticipate when pests were like1v.
to be a problem.

One third of diners vegetarians
By DIANE DUSTON

that beef production will decline
again, in the fall, _and cattle and
beef prices inevitably will bounce
back up," said Smith.
National average prices were:
--Regular ground beef, $1.56
per pound.
—Lean ground beef, $1.97.
— Boneless chuck roll roast,
$1.45.
—Boneless round steak,. $2.95.
—Boneless top sirloin steak,

California top exporting state last
year for the sixth year in a row
WASHINGTON (AP) — California was the top. exporting state
during '1990 for the sixth year in a
row, accounting for 11 percent of
all U.S. agricultural exports.
The state ranked first in fruits
and vegetables, exporting about
half of all ,U.S. exports in those
categories, and first in seeds,
exporting 24 percent, according. to
an Agriculture Department report
on U.S. foreign agricultural, trade.

How sweet it is

Ovie Lee of Rt. 1, Almo, proudly
displays a 4 lb. sweet potato he
grew in ,his family garden.

Conservation
Essay, Poster
contest winners
named by paper
The Courier-Journal, in cooperation with the Kentucky Association
of Conservation Districts, is
pleased to announce the 1991 Conservation Essay and Jim Claypool
Conservation Poster contests.
The subject of this year's contest
is "Saving Soil... Banking on My
Community- Future." Copies of a
student text titled, 'Saving
Soil...Banking on My Community's
Future," are being distributed to
every elementary, middle and high
school in the state.
•
The Jim Claypool Conservation
Poster contest is designed for students in grades one through six an
the conservation essay contest is
for students in grades seven
through twelve.. Students in. each
contest are competing for the following awards:
STATE AWARDS: first place
— $500 U.S. Savings Bond; second place — S200 U.S. Savings
Bond. State winners in each contest
will receive an all-expense-paid
trip to Louisville along with their
parents and teacher to accept their
awards at the Courier-Journal
Awards Luncheon in the spring of
1992.
AREA AWARDS: $100 U.S.
Savings Bond and personalized
plaque to the winners of each of
the nine Soil and Water Conservation Commission areas.
DISTRICT AWARDS: S50 U.S.
Savings Bond and certificate to the
winners in eaetrof the 121 -sei4 dis
tricts in Kentucky. The secondplace district winner will receive a
certificate.
SCHOOL AWARDS: Certifi- _
caw of achievement to the writer or
creator of the essay or poster
judged the best in each school.
In addition to these prizes from
The Courier-Journal, many of the
local conservation districts award
additional prizes- to their local
participants.
Besides reading the student text
provided, students .are encouraged
to learn more about the subject of
soil conservation by visiting their
local library and interviewing
knowledgeable people in their
community.
Winners of the contests will be
announced in the spring of 1992.

WASHINGTON — Restaurants
are being advised to start serving
more • vegetarian meals since, a
recent survey showed that about
one-third of the eating-out public is
likely to order non-meat dishes if
they're on the menu.
The Gallup Poll, commissioned
by the National Restaurant Association, also showed that 20 percent
of the public actually makes availability of vegetable:main courses a
reason for choosing which restaurant to patronize.
Only about 3 percent of the
public is truly vegetarian, according to the Vegetarian Resource
Group in Baltimote.
But health concerns are driving
the demand kir more vegetables,
•--according _to Gallup which reported.
that 88 percent of those surveyed
said they chose -vegetables for
health reasons.
"On the basis of this study, the
National Restaurant Association is
advising its members to feature a
few vegetarian main-dish items on
their menus," said President John
Farquharson. -Some restaurants
may even wish to put a vegetarian
section on the menu and list items
as they do under, headings like
meat, poultry or seafood.'
Farquharson characterized most
vegetable choosers as "semivegetarians, who are reducing but
not eliminating consumption of
meat, poultry and fish."
Thirty-nine percent of the
respondents said they chose vegetable meals for ethical- reasons and
22 percent because 451- religious
beliefs. The latter concern rose to
43 percent among the relatively
high number of non-white respondents who said they chose vegetaitems in restaurants.
Kathy Means, of the Produce
Marketing Association, said the
poll fits with tte findings of her
organization's food service
division.

"The general feeling is that the
white tablecloth restaurants are
putting out more vegetable and
fruit dishes," said Means, whose
association represents all segments
of the produce industry from grower to retailer.
"There are more health conscious consumers," she said.
"They're trying to get their five a
day.'
For the last year in California,
the produce industry, state department of health and National Cancer
Institute have been testing-a 0A-sumer education campaign that
encourages people to cat two servings of fruit and three of vegetables
everyday. The campaign goes
national this October.
The dietary guidelines for
Americans established by the federal government call for three to
fire servin,gsgof,vegetables and two
to four servings' of fruits a day.
A serving in all these cases
would be half a cap.
One of the grilled vegetable platters being served in so many
restaurants would be perfect for a
person trying to comply with the
program, She said.
Vegetable courses are popping
up in every type of restaurant, said
Charles Stahler of ,the Vegetarian
Resources Group.- "Even truck
stops have salad bars.'''
Suzanne McNarry. of the Hard
Rock Cafe restaurants, said among

Dr. Stuart Naulty
Dr. Mary Bolton
- Podiatrists specializing
in the medical and stargicit
treatment of foot problems.
Bel Air Center
Hours -by Aft.

)
44

Shells, acid producing
biodegradable food wrap

their gold sellers
ger that combines ri
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rice, low -fat cheese
walnuts and seto.tininit,
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cheese on whore 2.ri,cn
veggie rijita seriN,ed
cream and guacamole.
'Demand for natUrai and heal
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adding more veggie ter- s
said.
The -white tablecloth testaaranf.
like the Trellis in Williensfv,r2
Va, are featuring entree,
Yukon gold potatoos-writh- asnir,
gus. plum. tomatoes and tos::,
greens in vinaigrette or brlise,t
green lentils with \mace+ tor%
toes, grilled eggplant :and ,aftron
pasta.
Fven barbecue re:!aaran•,, ffir •
testing the market. -Pegg:. Sa,:,
BBQ in Dallas, for example. offer,
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etable medley and squash ess,.'r
ole, an east Texas speciaHt.j.
The restaurant association
shows that the interest In
rian items is fairly event)
buted around . the coattrv.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Agriculture Department scientists looking- for ways-to make a biodegradable food wrap are finding success
'with seashells and fatty acids.
Dr. Dominic W.S. Wong,
research chemist at USDA's-Western Regional Research Center in
Albany. Calif., says ground fish
shells, mixed with C-I2 fatty acids
are producing a film very much
like the plastic wraps commonly
used for wrapping sandwiches and
leftovers.
But instead of coming from petroleum, its Made for products that
can 'be returned to nature.
Wong Said the findings are a
long way from-being ready Tor
commercial production, but ,preliminary experiments show the wrap
will keep bread fresh for two days.
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Hutson Ag Equipment
•

Route 4 - Mayfield. KY.
JOHN Di ENE

(502) 247-4456

HOME OF THE BEST SELECTIONS
&, LOWER FINANCING!

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers

0
4.9

% Financing or
% Fixed Rate for
46 Months

0.0.e.1)
CO•16 SAc•

Don't purchase a used combine until you
shop our large inventory
-11'he 10th of each month is a very imixmant day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment b-y
•
the 10th of the month in order .to pay their bill..
'You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and selt.them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly More the 10th ot each
month,:They depend on you to Write their _eay checks
Collection time an be an ineonvemence-TM`il-aild sour

JD 95 & 96 Series
•

Titan
400 His $62,500
2 3012 -rs
$39,500
$42 500
800 ••is
$55000
1 300 "ts
443.500
' 350 "rs
too -.Ts
pow()

JO 8820, Titan II, 930 Hrs $7.500
$62.500
JD 8820. 1,400 f-4(s
$59 500.
JD 8820, 1.500 HfS
$52 500
JD 8820, 1,800 His.
JI SOLD 2-WD' 850 HrS $25.000
$8.500
DI:SOLD,, 2-WD, Nice

ALL COMBINES ARE 4-WD
AND PRICED WITH HEADERS

,:arner.
So paving by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother ot
monthly collection.

Miiiray Ledger & Times

JD 8820 Series

JD 7720 Series

I.

ISOM
JO 9500
JO 95CC :25
JD 9500 25r.,
JD 950'
JD 960.'
9E00 25:1

Sharpest Inventory Of Used Equipment In The State!
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Surgeon Dr. Hal E. Houston joins medical staff of MCCH
Dr. Hal E. Houston, Jr., specialist in general and vascular surgery,
has reentered his medical practice

in Murray ind is a member of the
medical "staff at Murray-Callou;*
County Hospital.

MSU to offer individualized
reading instruction this fall
An individualized program of
reading instruction for children in
grades one through six will be.
available on Monday and Wednesday afternoons this fall at Murray
State University.
Designed for remediation • or
enrichment of reading needs or
interests, the program will include
sessions from 3:30 to 4:20 p.m. in
the reading clinic of the special
education building -on the -MSU
campus. Sessions will be held
beginning Sept. 23 and ending Dec.
2 for a total of 18 hours of
instruction.
Instruction will be supervised by
Dr. Bonnie Higginson, associate

instruction to graduate nurses at

the University' of Louisville. Dr.
Houston served a one-yeat internship at the University of Washington, Seattle, and a four-year residency at the Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN.
He is a fellow of the American

professor in the department of
elementary and secondary educa- College of Surgeons
and a diplotion at Murray State. Instructional mat of the
American Board of
areas will include word recogni- Surgery.
tion, readiness, comprehension,
Dr. Houston is trained to meet
reading in spbject matter areas, all
- of -general'sutra) ptbli: study skills rate of reading and terns including peripheral vascular
fluency.
disease. Dt. Houston is trained to
The fee for the reading program perform the latest technique in
is $5 per instructional hour; howev-• _gallbladder surgery,:laparoscopic
er. no child will be denied service - cholocystectomy: The procedure
for lack of ability -to -pay. Anyone utilizes COTir TThy abdoininalThiciwishing to enroll a child should all sions and allows most patients
DR. HAL E. HOUSTON
to
762-2446 or 762-6868 no later than resume their normal
schedule withSept. 16. Additional information in three to seven
tinal Endoscopy, Dr. Houston is
days of the
about the program may be obtained operation.
qualified to perform various endosby calling Dr. Higginson at
cook' examinations.
Dr. Houston has an interest in
762-6868.
For the past Three years, he has
the field of sports medicine having
previously served several years as been actively involved in instruct-

Horoscopes

hand. Avoid pressing w here romance
is concerned. Respect your mate's
wishes. •
. VIRGO Aug.23-Sept. 221: You
will soon be able to straighten out a
sticky situation. Hang in there! A
younger person is on your side. Your
finances improve, thanks to a recent
award or promotion. Build say ings.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
problem with a loved one or a creative
• project may be keeping your social
life from realty blossoming. A change
itulifestyle will bring both financial
benefits and inner, peace. Move
swiftly.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Wishful thinking can be dangerous.
Let facts, not feelings. guide-you in
your financial dealings. Driving conditions could be hazardous tonight.
Try to get home b) early evening.
SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22-Dec.
21): A comfortable domestic setup
helps offset work pressures. Pet out
and socialize more if you feel you are
falling into a rut. New friends bring
fresh insights and exciting experiences. Pursue romance.
'
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
You get an opportunity to reap new
rewards from a joint venture. Overhauling the budget will boost producti\ it y while improving the bottom
line. A real mover-and-shaker enters
your life. Hold on!
•
•
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
A loved one-i body language is,very
revealing. Tact and understanding
will go a long way toward healing a
rift. Visit someone 4116 is in a hospital
of nursing home. Be upbeat.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): Any
funds held in
oncould attract
the attenticin of.a t ird party. Do not
panic if an older person offers a
friendly warning: Success beckons.
You are on the inside track!

.TODAY'S CHILDREN are curious,caring and articulate. Diligent students %TI'th excellent memories,these Virgos can excel in almost any subject.
A love for ancient history helps them understand current events.Their ability
to stay calm when handling :difficult situations makes them obvious candidates for the diplomatic service. Analytical and fair-minded.these Virgos are
often asked-to mediate disputes. Their peers know that they will render an
objeCtive, impartial verdict.
For your persomiJized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your OA n date id birth. call 1-901I-Mlft7785. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents a minute I
(border a TeX'ised and updated copy of Jeane Dixon',best-selling hook -Yesterday . Today and Forexer:
HOW Actrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan. send $5 '-15 plu,S1 postage 9nd handling to
Dixon, do Andrews and McMeel. P.G. Box 419150. Kansas City. '51o. 64141 Slake heck, pa)ahle hi
Andrew, and 51,'steel.)

Killing A Business
In Ten Easy Steps

ty and Murray High Schools as
well as Murray State University.
A member of the Kentucky and
American Societies for Gastrointes-

4.Don'tadvertise!Convince yourselfthat you've been in business
so long customers will automatically come to you.
5. Don'tadvertise!Forget that there are new potential customers
•
who would do business with you ifthey were reminded and urged to
do so.
6. Don't advertise! Forget that you have competition trying toattract your customers away from you.
7.Don't advertise!Tell yourselfit costs too much to advertise and
that you don't get enough out of it.
8. Don't advertise! Overlook the fact that advertising is an
4)investment in selling - not an expense.
9.Don'tZriertise!Be sure not to provide an adequate advertising
budget for yotrr business. _
W.Don Tadvertise!Forget that you have to keep reminding your
establiihed customer that you-appreciate their business.

The Murray Ledger
& Times
1001 Whitnell Ave. - 753-1916

(ACLS) courses and is the ACLS
course director for the University
of Tennessee at Nashville, TN. He
also recently provided ACLS

Psychic Festival to be held
Sept. 14, 15 in Evansville
A Psychic Festival will be held
Sept 14-15 at the Green Convention Center, Sixth and Walnut, in
Evansville, Ind. beginning at 10
a.m. on Sept. 14 and running until
8 p.m. On Sept 15, the hours will
be from 10 a.m. until -6 p.m.
The festival is given by Exploring the Realm Absolute, Pegasus
Inc. and sponsored by the Chandler
Metaphysical study group. It will
feature approximately 40 psychics
from Indiana. Illinois, Kentucky,
Ohio, Missouri and as far away as
Albuquerque, N.M.
Psychics will give readings
throughout both days of the festival, using a variety of techniques
ranging from numerology and
clairvoyance to the use of tarot

cards, playing cards, crystal bail,
palmistry and crystals.
A psychic will lecture every 15
minutes of each day on Such subjects as basic Meditation techhiques„psychometry, dowsing, colors of the aura and mini messages.
Lectures are free with a paid fair
admission. The admission fee forone day is $4 and admission for
two days is $7.
Also available at the festival wit
be vending booths (approximately
40 tables), featuring books (particularly of a metaphysical, self-help
or spiritual nature), jewelry, candles, crystals and gemstones and a
variety of other items.
Additional information on the
festival is available- by calling
(812) 925-7632 or (812) 925-3039.

MARC signs cooperative agreement
to map Henderson County wetlands
The Mid-America Remote sensing
Center (MARC) in the College of
Science at Murray State University
has signed a cooperative agreement
with the U.S. Soil Conservation Service (SCS) to map wetland areas.in
Henderson County.
Dr. Tom Kind, coordinator of
MARC Associates and principal inwestigator,-said thu two-niunthproject
which runs Into October involves the
use of Landsat satellite data to determine floodwater levels.
. He explained that the purpose of
the pilot project is to gather information which will enable soil scientists
to determine areas to be considered
wetlands and, therefore, not suitable
as cropland.
"Through the use of/satellite technology,the SC.$ and die U.S. Department of Agriculture should be able to
designate wetland areas in an acctirate, efficient and timely manner,"
Kind said.
Extensive areas of productive agri-

cultural bottornlands along the Ohio
and Green Rivers in Henderson
County are often inundated by floodwaters. The extent of flooding is
difficult to determine from ground
survey, according to Kind, because
floodwater levels often fluctuate rapidly.
"MARC has the capability to map
the extent of floodwaters when -they
are at a certain level by using data
from Landsat, an earth resources
satellite which images the entire
earth's surface every 16 days," Kind
Said.
The satellite gathers information
about light reflected from earth of):
jects. Computers process the information so that various types of ground
cover can be distinguished from each
other.
Kind said he expects the success of
the Henderson County project to lead
to the use of satellite technology to
map wetlands in other areas in the
future.

Contract bridge

Guard, serves in _the _rank, of full_ __South 8th Street in Murray.

Murray Preschool/Head Start among
first to be accredited by Academy
Murray Preschool/Head Start Program. is among the first preschool
programs in the United States to be
accredited by the National Academy
of Early Childhood Programs, The
Academy recognizes Early Childhood Programs, which meet national
standards of quality. The Murray,

input froat-approximately 200 educators and administrators from around
the country. It was launched in 1985
by NAEYC, which is the nation's
oldestandjargest association of early
Childhood professionals.
"Accreditation is not meant to
replace parents' on-site visits to cen-

cated on North 16th Street, in Murray
serves 55 children from ages 3 to 4,
according to its director, Judy Whitten.
"Accreditation helps answer the
question,'What is a quality preschool
program?" said Dr. Marilyn Smith,
executive director of the National
Association for the Education of
Young Children (NAEYC), which
sponsors the Academy."MOst parents
want to find the highest quafity program for their young children, but few
parents know how to assess whether a

program that best meets their child's
needs," Smith said,"but accreditation
does help point out to parents the
varied components that should be
present in a quality program."
To become accredited, the Murray
Preschool/Head Stan Program had to
meet a variety of strict criteria related
to providing activities appropriate for
preschool-aged children, to having
well qualified and trained staff, to
having an adequate number of staff
for the number of children,to meeting
stringent health and safety standards,
and to having opportunities for parental involvement. The accreditation
process included an on-site study of
the program and review by a threemember national commission.

program meets more than just the
minimum standards required by state
licensing.':
The Academy's standards were developed over a three-year period with

Local, national Boy Scouts officials call
accounts regarding values 'inaccurate'
Local and national officials of established by school administration," Love said.
the Boy Scouts of America today
"Learning for Life" is a partnercalled some recent accounts of
changes in its organizational values ship between teachers and Scouting
that is conducted during the school
"highly inaccurate"
"Some news stories about our day in classrooms by teachers and
new- 'Learning for Life' have other volunteers.
implied that Scouting is changing
Curriculum for the, program
its values," Four Rivers -Council emphasizes self esteem, ethical
President Roger Perry said, "The
behavior, personal and social devetraditional values represented in the
lopment, life skills and community
Cub Scout, Boy Scout and Explorservice:
ing programs are ascrefevant for the
"These key areas have been
1990s as they were when the move, identified by educators and other
ment was founded and will not child development experts as critichange," Perry said.
cal to the successful development
Confusion about a change is
of young people," said Chief Scout
Scouting's.traditional values was Executive Ben Love. "Our goal has
the result of an announcement always been to assist in the growth
made lasttee
nbtd
week ibnydea local tUsni
seti. of young people in America, and
Way chapter in California. United 'Learning for Life' provides yet
Way of the Bay Area issued a
another way we can play a role in
public statement of support or ,building good citizens for tomorrow," Love said.
diary progiiin;iiUaming for Life'
Locally, the focus of the Four
In the announcement, which
Rivers Council will be to continue
came prior to official introduction
organizing and supporting tradiof the program by the National
tional programs. Four Rivers CounScouting organization, it was
cil Executive Ambler Brown
implied that this new, nonexplained, "Our challenge is to
traditional program marked the extend the Cub Scout, Boy Scout
beginning of a changing era for
and Explorer programs into the 12
values associated with Scouting. . counties served by the Four Rivers
However, National Chief Scout
Council. Our board and staff are
Executive Ben Love said that stan- committed to. a plan to strengthen
dards for Cub Scouts, Boy Scowls- .Scouting'S traditional programs.
and Explorers remain unchanged.
"'Learning for Life, will primar"Standards for membership in ily be aimed at y'rban areas to help
the traditional programs of the Boy focus on needs unique to those
Scouts of America continue to be
areas," Brown said. "The traditional values Scouting established in
based upon the scout oath and
1910, which are stated in the ScoUt'
law," Love said.
"Eligibility for 'Learning for
Oath and Law, haVe-not been comLife' participants will be based on
promised and will be our focus in
school enrollment requirements

I. Don't advertise!Just pretend everybody knows what you have
to offer.
2.Don't advertise!Tell yourselfyou just don't have time to spend
thinking about piomoting your business.
•/./
3:Don't advertise? Just assume everybody knows what you sell.

colonel. He is a licensed-pilot,and

Vanderbilt, University. ,
- serves as a medical ekathiner for:
Aviation
Dr. Houstop also instructs
F.e.delal
the
Administration.
Advanced Trauma Life Support
(AILS) courses fbr the public and
"I am very proud to serve on the
private sectors. Within the last staff at Murray-Calloway County
year, he taught ATLS courses to
Hospital." said Dr. Houston. "The
physi6ans and special forces in
hospital has well qualified,staff and
direct support of Operation Desert
is well suited to provide the best in
Storm. He is ntrrotly teaching
health care. for those in West Ken-AILS courses th-- special forces at -may and 'Northwest Tennessee."
Fort Campbell, KY.
The offices of Houston Sutgical
Dr. Houston, an active member - are located in the Medical Arts
of the Tennessee Army National
Building, Suite 207-East. '300

team

TUESIYAY,SEPTEMBER 3.1991
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Adopt a more practical approach
when makinglong-term decisions and
you will soon have the security you
want.Travel for business or pleasure
in October.A move to another city or
state is possible in December.Support
from your friends will' boost your
confidence at work in early 1992.
Showcase a special talent to attract
higher-ups'notice.Spring could bring
a lasting romantic commitment.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE:actress Valerie Perrine.
actor Alan Ladd. cartoonist Mort
Walker, singer Kitty Carlisle.
ARIES(March21-April19):Take
it nice and easylithusiness. An overly
aggressive approach will turn oft a
sensitive memberofthe opposite
-Telephone calls bring welcome fi- nancial news. Romance is iffy.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Someone who is lazy tries to make
you jump through hoops. Stand your
ground! An older person approaches
you with a sorry tale. Check it out
before becoming involved. Skepticism pays off.
- GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
Mixing friendship with finance could
cause stress today. A credit reference
is disappointing. Be certain you understand loved one's views before
starting an argument.The two of you
could be in agreement.
CANCER(June 21-July 22):The
..mphasis now ison handling business
matters and parental obligations with
diS'patch. Experts will show you bow
to get a better return on investments.
Travel is favored for both work and
pleasure.
.LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Get an
early start today and you will find a
way-around a roadblock. A_Ioving
friend or neighbor offers a helping

A native of Murray. Dr. Houston
completed his undergraduate studies at Murray State University. He
received -his- medical degree • from

the Four Rivers Council."

Famous Hand
West dealer. .
Both sides vulnerable.

opened a very Weak hand. She also
realized that her- partner must have
NORTH
limited high-card strength for . her
:29
1(14
5
preemptive three diamond bid over
North's double. West therefore concluded that the contract could not be
+764
stopped with normal defense. Ac2
S•
1: 1 •
"
61
EAST
cordingly, she made the unusual lead
.172.7
*1 3
*
of the deuced clubs!.
to 98 4
No truer arrow was ever shot!
•— •
• A K 10 764 2 East won the Oub with the ten —
_41! A k---15.1 8 5 3 2
+10
much to her surprise — and quickly
SOUTH
cashed the K-A of diamonds, on
_ •K Q 1052
which West discarded first the three
V Q 76
and then the deuce of hearts to show
•Q 9 8 3
a doubleton. East thereupon returned
+9
a heart and the contract quickly went
The bidding:
down one as a result of the sparkling
West
North
East
South defense. With any lead but a low club,
1+
Dble
•
4*
South would have made four spades.
•
There is a lot a luck in bridge —
Note that North-South did nothing
even in duplicate bridge — but there wrong during the bidding or play and
is also a lot of skill. For example, yet wound up with a-dreadful result. It
consider this deal which occurred in a, was their misforyune to run into.
• national women'fi pair championship double-dummy defense, and this eb_ some years ago.
quently_bears out the statement that
There %mg many different results you can besunlueliy even in duplicate
at the various tables where the hand bridge.
was played, but our
flow.gyv.r..East,West deserve.full-Miff
credit for inding the only defense that bidding went as shown and South got ,eouldtst
he contrack Unfortunateto four spades.
ly, they
eyed their goaLanbe-ea '
'West, on lead, realized that from pense of a pair of totally innocent
the standpoint of "defense, she had victims. /
Tomorrow: Miguestiort of ethics.
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Notice

NOTICE OF FILING OF APPLICATION.
FOR ACQUISITION OF A SAVINGS ASSOCIATION
This is to inform the public that under Section 574.3 of the'
Regulations of the Office of Thrift Supervision ("office")for Acquisitions ofSavings Associations,BMC Bankcorp,Inc.filed on August31,
1991, an application with the Office for permission to acquire control
of United Commonwealth Bank, Federal Savings Bank, a federal
savings bank in the process of being formed by BMC Bankcorp, Inc.
Anyone may write in favor Ofor protest against the application and
in so doing may submit such information as he or she deems relevant.
One copy of all submissions must be sent to the District Director,
Jerry Benham, Office of Thrift Supervision, 7th Floor, 525 Vine
Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202-3122, and in the case of applications
not delegated to the District Director under Section 574.9(a), thtee
copies must be sent to the Applications Filing Room, Office ofThrift
Supervision, 1700 G Street, NW.,Washington,D.C.20552,within 20
calen,gar days of the filing of the application. Up to an additional 20
calendar days to submitcomments may be obtained upon a showing of
good cause if a written request is received by the District Director
within the 20-day period.
naou-may inepeet
en ia portion o t -app 'cation
and non-confidential, portions of all comments filed with the District
Direaor(and in the ease ofapplications not delegated to the District
Director by contacting the FOIA Section,Office ofThrift Supervision,
1700.G Street, NW.,Washington, D.C.20552). If you have questions
concerning these procedures, contact the District Director at(513)
762-6100, and the 140IA Section at (202) 906-5900.
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For Lease

CANCER
INSURANCE

Call 753-4751

ig
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DRY Clean your carpet.
Rent the fast and easy Host
Dry Cleaning System. Call
to reserve a Host machine
at Black's Decorating Center, 753-0839. 701 S. 4th,
Murray.

No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of.
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy. For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
7534199

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 75.3.2255
CUSTOM printed pent &
pencils at Faye's Custom
Embroidery & Screenprint
ing, next to Wal-Mart.
753-7743.

VCR Service

'tree local dam service'

All Brands

Lion

the
be

rray
d to
ated
for
ring
to
aaff
ting

AS SEEN ON T V

Ward-Elkins

LEARN TO DRIVE

753-1713

TRACTOR-TRALERS
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

030
Card
of Thanks

ALLIANCE
RaesoR-TRNIER TRased0 DENTE
unamooK,TN

GLASS Replacement
work. Plus, mirrorand glass
-table -tops--Also, Flea
Market with used furniture
and hand painted and
crafted T-shirts. All at M&G
Glass Co., Dixieland Center, 753-0430.

%
7
Co7.114.••
r....
AtsaIabla::

During our recent
period of mourning, it
was very uplifting to
receive all of the
beautiful flowers and
warm thoughts from
our friends in Murray.
Though we have been
moved away forsome
time, you were there
to support us in our
time of loss. Our
Mother, Grandmother
and Great Grandmother, Voilet Ellis,
was obviously very
special to many people besides us. We
just wanted to say
thank you for your
concern and your
sympathy. We wish
all of God's rich blessings on you and
yours.
With Heartfelt
Thanks,
The Ellis Family

I

1-800- 334-1203

Miracle Sunday
First Assembly of God
Sept. 8th 10 am. Everyone Welcome
Hwy. 94 East
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DISABILITY MtDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$628 Pert-A deductible as well as 100% of
Medicare's Part B copayment amount. This
benefit is based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay 20% of the
$lop Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are
paid in or out of the hospital. The 1991 rate is
$58.75 per month
For more information call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Buikling
"Free local claim service"

SUPERAMERICA
SuperArnenca Group, Inc

ASSISTANT MANAGERS
SuperAmerica is rapidly expanding in the
gasoline/quick service food store business and
offers real ground floor opportunities for ambitious individuals seeking growth oriented
careers:
Responsibilities include recruiting, hiring and
training store personnel, planning work
schedules, salary administration, employee
performance appraisals, record keeping and
supervision of general store maintenance.
Several years retail experience preferred. Must
be willingslo relocate. For immediate consideration, send resume or write to:

SUPERAMERICA
801 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, KY
ATTN: Rod Blanton
SUBSIDIARY OF ASHLAND OIL, INC.

Equal Opportunity Employer MIF/H/V

NA

SUPERAMERICA.

060
Help'
Wanted
A NEW Small, upscale
sidewalk cafe seeks sharp,
experienced manager. Reply by resume to P.O. Box
754, Murray

DELIVERY and Service of
Propane Gas Previous experience required. Equal
Opportunity Employer. Excellent fringe benefits,
above average salary
Send resume to P.O. Box
310, Murray, KY Interviews will be scheduled

USED and antique furniture, glass, tools, quilts
901-642-6290
WANTED 20 or more acres
west of Murray with building
site or .good house
435-4013

FLUTE-like new. Selme
brand. $125. 753-0252.

4 CAR shop with office Cal
753-4509

SOUND MASTER RECORDING. 16-Tracks, albums, demos, sound
tracks, jingles. Benton, KY
527-0453.

COMMEICIAL property
for rent. Approximately
2000 sq.ft. Good location.
753-6069, leave message.
1800 Sq. Ft.
Warehouse

150

Antique,

Pete
'San

Business
Rentals

An

Articles
RADIOLOGY Staff Tech,
For Sale
3. 11 routine and
emergency radiology 19" SHARP Linytron cobo
average. Applicant will TV, portable New $150
need experience and be 435-4142
willing to be trained for 6FT satellite--dish with reemergency CT coverage. - Cillyer. $250. 753-1861.
ARRT or equivalent .with
current KY certification. Y. HP HEAVY Duty deep
Competitive benefits. Sub- well jet pump, $100 Aluminum frame, 'glass sliding
mit resume or application
to: PERSONNEL, COM- patio doors,$75. 753-3648
MUNITY HOSPITAL 206 7FT Slate pool table and
WEST SOUTH STREET., equipment, $75 753-8216
MAYFIELD, KY 42066.
EXERCISE bike Pursuit
SMALL Manufacturing tailwind. 8 mos. old. ExcelCompany looking for Tool lent condition. $180. OBO.
Room-Mathinist, CNC Op- 753'-2030.
erators, and Inspector for JOHN Deere 108 riding
OC Department. Hiring im- lawnmower, $600. McLainmediately. Must have tools gas powered lawn edger.
and minimum 3 years ex- $150 436-5224
perience. Send resume to
P.O. Box 310JM Paris, TN
ORDER the spa designed
38242.
for you. Murray Hot Tubs
TELEPHONE Sales 115 S. 13th St
Representative-Excellent
phone and communication
skills along with personal
computer experience reAppliances
quired. Part-time, flexible
hours, excellent working DORM refrigerator. $50.12
conditions. Call 753-0191 cu.ft. refrigerator, portable
ext. 452, prior to 5pm for dishwasher, $100/ea.
901-247-5871.
phone interview.
TOOL & DIE MAKER for RAINBOW Vacuum
Autoynotive Supplier in the deaner and shampooer. 2
Dover, TN-area. If you have a years old. Excellent condiminimum of 2 years experi- tion. Must sell. $400 OBO.
ence, please send resume to 489-2411 after 5pm.
William Ling, PE, 3343 Per160
imeter Hill, Suite 317, NashHome
ville, TN 37211. Or fax
Furnishings
615-781-21.49, or call
615-781-8060.
6 PIECE bedroom suite for
WANTED: Kind, loving, young girl. $175. 759-4812.
mother-like person to care
CHAIR caning repair.
for 2 year old in our home.
Evenings, 328-8687.
Hours approximately
8:15-1:00, M-F. Extra pay COFFEE, End tables.
for housecleaning. Refer- 753-4497 after 5pm.
ences needed. 753-9625
FULL Size bed with mattress, white in color. $50.
090
759-9905.
Situation
L SHAPED bunk bed, wood
Wanted
frame. Brand new w/
BABYSITTING in my Mur
mattresses $250. Daybed
ray home. Experienced
w/trundle and matresses.
mother loves kids. Lots of Wood frame, 3 years old.
toys and big back yard
$300. 753-3248.
$1.00/hour. Call Debbie
759-4967.
HOME Health Care for sick,
elderly. Domestic work included, car transportation.
Call 753-4590..

4161

300

Want
To Buy

Notice

Node*

Excellent retail space
in Bel Air Center. 2000
& 3000 square feet.
Corner location.

140

020

C20

020

AURORA Pizza Magic. Delicious hand-tossed pizza,
spaghetti. Across from
Hitching Post. Dine in or
carry out. Open all year at
5pm. Closed Mon and
Tues. 474-8119,

to
zen-
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Storage or workshoo with
loading dock & electricity Call

,Real
Estate

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
DOBERMAN Puppies, wide selection of quality
AKC Registered Affection- homes, all prices
ate, excellent temperment 753-1 222, toll free,
and pedigree 753-0324
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
HAVE an obedient, safe 711L.
dpg for show or home
440
Classes or private lessons
Lots
Serving Murray for over
For Sale
12yrs 436-2858
AMERICAN Eskimo puppies 6 wits 753-4270

WOODED 'lots in Lyn
nwood Heights Subdivision 3 3 miles west of Murray Hard- surfaced roads
.,,,PEEK-A-P00 puppies, city water, natural gas, eaApartments Swim $50 437 3064
reasonattly reFor Rant
PEG'S Grooming stricted for cottage only 1 or 2BDRM apartment
753-5841 0) 753-1566
753-2915
753-4109.
Allison Photography
753-8809

5x10 TRAILER with. 13"
factory tires and tilt bed
$450. 753-7077.

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is expanding! We-now offer
stamps and stamp supplies
along . with silver dollars,
proof sets, U.S. and foreign
coins and coin supplies. SMALL 1Br in lakefront
Coins and stamps are great house, Panorama Shores.
hobbies, they also make 1 Year lease, references,
wonderful gifts and invest- deposit required- No pets.
ments. Visit us today at the 436-2484
Ox-Yoke Antique Store
TAKING' applications for
(Hazel), Treasure House
section 8 rent subsidized
and Book Rack (Murray),
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bed
the Mercantile (Aurora)and rooms. Apply Hilldale Apts.
the Book Shelf (Paris). We
Hardin, Ky. or call
buy coins and stam'pS- and 502-437-4113 EHO.
appraise estates
502-753-4161.
tan
TOPSOIL - pickup or we
Houses
deliver. 753-0277 or
For Rent
_
_
759-1090. Welch •Sand And
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo, 2BR, 501 N 6th St.
$225/mo + $200 deposit.
Ky.
No pets 759-9549 after
TOP Soil, good rich dirt. 5pm.
Ideal for yards and plant
2I3R in country $175/mo.
beds. 759-1828, 753-2446.
345-2669
ExcaBogard Trucking &
3BR. Available through Devating Inc
cember 31. 753-1615 or,
after 7pm, 753-1972.

4BEDRM house, 2baths,
15 acres Dexter area
753-8430

250
Business
Services
PRIVATE Investigato
D.B.A. Confidential Investi
gations, Southside Shop
ping Center, Suite *102
Murray, 753-2641.
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
12x60 28R trailer w/stove
and refrigerator, central
H/A. $4500. 753-9436 after
6pm.
1989 14)(80, BUCCANEER, 3br, 2 bath, H-14
Coach Estates. $15,000.
or
75 3- 38 5 5
407-253-1813.
RELOCATING, Need to
self newly redecorated
double-wide with 3br, 2 full
baths, LR, DR, beautiful
kitchen, extra room with
fireplace on 1.9 acres with 2
car garage, 2 car stalls and
2 sheds. In New Concord,
Area. $40,000 Negotiable
436-2011.

Condition
MINT
Sweetheart kitchen caHOUSECLEANING & binet, $500. Museum qual,
Armoire w/
babysittiog. References, ity European'
RETIREMENT. SEE HOW
oval beveled mirror, $975.
753-7910.
MUCH DOUBLE WIDE
435-4136.
BIO-MED & Electrorics
HOME YOU CAN BUY
ROOMMATE wanted. 2br,
Tech Position. Full-time,
.FOR $19,900. Call
trailer Fully furnday shift Competitive ben- 2 bath
1-800-642-4891, Dinkins
half of
plus
ished.
$150/mo
apefits. Submit resume or
Farm
Mobile Homes. Hwy 79E.
753-2423.
expenses.
plication: PERSONNEL,
Equipment
Paris, TN.
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL, WANTED Alterations to do
206 West South Street, in my home Experienced 8000 BUSHEL grain bin for SPECIAL SALE. SEPT 6th,
rent. 10c/bushel. 7th, & 8th. COME BY FOR
Mayfield, KY 42066.
alteration lady new to the
435-6099.
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS
area. 753-1379.
DOMINO'S Pizza now hirIRRIGATION pipe. AND SPECIAL GIVE-A18
Must
be
drivers.
ing
4-$1.00/ft. 5'-$l .25/ft. Ap- WAYS WITH NEW
110
years or older and have
proximately 12401t. HOMES. DINKINS MO
proof of auto insurance..
BILE HOMES: HWY 79E,
'
435-6099.
Instruction
Apply in person. 117 12th
TN
PARIS,
St, Murray, KY 42071.
1-800-642-4891
VOICE and beginning
200
piano lessops. Students
Sports
IMMEDIATE opening in and adults. If interested call
Equipment
medical office for Recep- Deborah, 753-7028. If no
250
tionist; Insurance and Tran- answer leave message
ONE year old men's Pro
Mobile
scriptions. Experience in
Line golf clubs. Sand
Homes For Rent
medical office desirable.
wedge through 3 iron Call
1d0
Send resume to P.O. Box
anytime and leave mes- 2BR 753-9866
Want
1040M, Murray, KY. 42071.
sage. 753-5904. ,
To Buy
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas. Walking disJOBS INIAXSTRALIA Up 2 or 38R house in Murray.
tance to college. 753-5209.
to $75,080tilTrieZ. Excellent $20,000-$30,000 price
210
-pay/benefits/transportation. -range. No Realtors please.
All trades, all occupations. 759-9439 after 5pm.
-firewood
Call now(904)620-0109. Ext
140. flarn-9pm. Toll refunded. ANTIQUES by the piece or DON'T wait until winter to
collections. Call 753"-9433 get wood. We will cut and
MANAGER OF SKILLED after 5pm.
or split your wood for you
NURSING UNIT. Part-time
now. Ask for John.
consulting position requires CASH for mobile home 759-9710.
Nursing Home Licensure tires $7-$12 each. We..will
and thorough knowledge of remove. Will also buy ax- A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
. healthcare administration, les 527-2932
standards and regulations
propane tank, GOOD SEASONED fireof extended care facilities. GOOD used
wood. Order now! Call
gal
or larger
250
Negotiates for improveJames Sills, 753-4120.
489-2365
equipment of facility and
ment to provide sound fiscal program. Submit application or resume to:
PERSONNEkL, COMMUNITY HOSPITAL, 206 WEST
SOUTH STREET, MAYFIELD, KY 42066.

NEED 3 persons to share
large furnished house. All
utilities paid 106 S 13th
Lease and deposit required. 753-0932 or
753-5898..

MALE AKC Registered
Newfoundland $100
474-2796 after 5pm

Real
Estate

Farms
For Sale

2 ACRES 6 miles South o
Murray, Locust Grove
Church community. Leave
name and number,
437-4689,

72 ACRES and kouse On
Hwy 94, 3 miles West o
Lynn Grove 435-4358 or
753-7125

37.3 SURVEYED acres:,
Hwy 1836 North. Make offer. 365-0145 after 6pm
BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
Of 4.89,2266

2BR, 1 bath Good condition 3 miles from Murray on
Coles Campground Rd
753-5484.

Ideal for the newly wed or retiree! Neat two
bedroom with nice family room. Patio, outside
storage,nicely landscaped.$38,000 MLS 3232

Roberts Realty
414 So.

12th

7531651

JOIN OUR TEAM

RELAXING Atmosphere,
large deck, near the lake.
3Br, 2 bath. Central heat
and wood stove, $285/mo.
First and last months rent
-and' references.
502-458-5948 leave
message..
370
Livestock
Supplies
I

>American Nursing Resources, Inc. staffs
LPN & RN's on in-home private duty
cases.
We are now expanding our service area to
include Western Ky. We offer excellent
salary & flexible hours. Applications and
information can be obtained by calling
1-800-748-9512 or 1-800-545-2207
9 a.m,-4 p.m.

27 ACRES corn for silage
for sale in Northwest CelloWay County. 247-7386 or
345-2526.

E0 E

HUD,SON Company, Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies. 759-1823 or
753-4545.
380
Pots
SuPPfies

ASHLEY'S

IF
-

MOBILE WASHING INC.
Hot Water-HI Pressure Professional Cleaning
Brick & Metal buildings, paint descaling, store
fronts, sidewalks, pontoons, campers.

4 FEMALE Blue Heale
puppies. $20. 753-7077.

WE CLEAN ANYTHING ANYWHERE.

AKC puppies. Various
breeds. 615-746-5355...

Call for estimate or stop by
405 So. 4th St., Murray, Ky. 42071
753-0698

AKC Registered Bassett
Hound puppies. 6wksi old.
489-2476.

E.S.P. Psychic

AKC Registered RotWieder.. 2'year Old male.
Good guard dog. Must sell.
502-623-8101.

Reader and Advisor

AKC registered puppies.
Dalmation, Poodles, Dachund. 901-352-2416 ,
AKC/SV German Shepard
pups. From German imported Schupzhund III parents'.
$400/ea.
502-554-5743.

a

Palm 'and Tarot Card A
readings by Mrs. Jordon
Help and advice in all problems of life.
Tells past, present, future.
-If 901-644-2600. A •'7
Located on Hwy. 79, Paris,
•

DAISY Grooming. MondaySaturday, by appointment.
753-7819,

'SuperAmenca Group Inc

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if: 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma; 'You 'are
between the ages 01 16 &
21. We are an E.O E. This
protect is funded by the
Western Kentucity Private
Industry Council- J T.P A
Call J T.P A Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,.
8a.m.- 11 -30a.m.

DELI PERSONELL
SuperAmerica is rapidly expanding in the
gasoline/quick service food store business and
offers real ground floor opportunities for ambitious individuals seeking growth oriented
careers.
Responsibilities include recruiting, hiring and
training store personnel, planning work
schedules, salary administration, employee
performance appraisals, record keeping and
supervision of general store maintenance.
Several years etail experience preferred. Must
be willing to relocate. For immediate consideration, send resume or write tor

Super America,
Rd.
01 Cold Water

Murray, Ky.
Ap. Rod Blanton
SUBSIDIARY OF ASHLAND OIL, INC

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V

•

ONE of the Nations largest
Mortgage Lenders is in
need of a Loan Officer for
Graves, Marshall and Calloway Counties. KnowWO of finance and sales
experience required Excellent compensation package. Send resume and references to Fleet Mortgage
Corp., P0 Box 7808, Pa,
ducah, KY 42002-7808

Turn of the century restored home and one acre
with workshop antrattitiiii-547,500.-Adjoining
50 acres also available. NILS 3550

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

,_

--

753-1112

CLIMB THE ROCK9
Its easy when you're %%Viking tor The Prudential. a COrnpany 16100 •n
r&I WO Bost Coolpartgat to Sol For'We gNat you the tools to stan out
yr]th 10D-01-theltne training and fineness] suOpon And then yoor(Pve
and concern about others do Ine rest

Call: RICK MARTIN (1-800-264-0950)
3553 Park Plaza Road
Paducah, Ky 42001
'The 100 Best corrwanoes to Sell For. M.D. Harkavy_
and The Philip Lief Group, published by John Wiley A.
Soils, Inc. New York, 1989
Be a- part of The Rock.'
An equal opportunity'employer

Now- that we are entering our "garage sale Season." we
want you to be informed on our policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advalice and are $7.50.
per day.

•

For assistance call. 753-1911,6 or- come by
Murray

•

classified department
Ledger & Times

ThePrudential
Plawano• company oi

mik
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490

460
Homes
For Sale

•

530

3BR 2 bath Approx 1500 BEAUTIFUL 14 story, 1985 NISSAN Sentra
sq ft 5 minutes from Mur- 2600 sq ft home built in Good condition 247-9504
ray Hwy 121 South Low 1988 Just North of town on after 5pm
40's 753 9376
t 5 acres Many extras
1985 OLDS Cutlass Calais
3BR 2 bath brick 10mi out $120's Older 3br home w Supreme Good condition
garage
on
basement
and
94e 2350 sq ft plus large
best otter 753-9866
deck and double carport 94W Approximately
Mid $50 s
Owner acre Only $35,000 Call 1986 FORD Escort Station
Century 21, 753 1492 Ask wagon, automatic with air,
753-6114
factory AM FM cassette
for Jean
stereo new Grand Am
3BR, LVRM, Kit, DINRM,
white lettered tires, luggage
UTILRM, Lots of cabinets
480
rack several highway
and closets. Approximately
Auto
1900 sq ft living area and
miles excellent condition
Services
full BSMT + GAR 100x295
inside and out See at
lot Call 753-9376 after
Piggly Wiggly front parking
NEW and used tires Key
6pm.
Auto Parts Hwy 121S lot $1995. Call 75.1-2079 or
759-1559 anytime foue test
WATERFRONT My lake 753-5500
_
driv'e'''
subdivision 4br, 2 bath,
d85
1987 OLDS 88 Royale
w/covered dock 354-6006
Auto
Brogham. Loaded, good
Parts
COME SEE A quality log
Ores, brakes. White, red
home by Appalachin Log
interior. Asking $6000
Structures! Model now under
474-2115.
construction on Hwy 280 East
1988 Caravani:-"great
(Pouertown Road). For infor30 yrs. Experience
shape, low mileage
mation call 753-6807.
Your #1 Car Audio Pro759-1893, 753-1493
fessionals Now Otters
HOUSE to be moved from
InstalService
&
Sales,
1989 BUICK Regal Cus12th and Payne Donation
lation On All Brands
tom Power windows,
to be made to Habitat for
locks cruise, tilt, air, AM/
Humanity Call Century 21,
All Factory Stereos
FM cassette, 4-wheel disc
Loretta Jobs Realty
Repaired
brakes, 28 Multi-port fuel
753-1492
222 S. 12th 753-5865
injection. 72xxx miles on
near
‘;'•14.1AKE offer. Must sell
body, 23xxx miles on enKenlake Lodge. 2Br brick, 2
gine. Serious inquiries only.
190
car attached garage, cen$8900. Call 354-9144 after
Used
tral HA 502-684-7498
3:00pm.
Care
ONE Owner, well built. 3Br.
2 bath house with huge 1962 RAMBLER American
family room. Lots built-ins, 39,000 actual miles. Good
walk out basement, tiled condition New clutch
patio Large kitchen with Needs some front end
white painted cabinets, work. $1500 762-4381
Jenn Aire Range Lots wallALPINE AM/FM Compaper and shutters. 2350 pact Disc in-dash $399.99.
sq ft Nice yard, quiet Sunset Boulevard Music.
neighborhood, close to 15yr. Anniversary Speshopping. $60's 753-2206 cial. Sunset Boulevard
REDUCED-Quick sale by Music. Dixieland Shopowner Spacious courtyard, ping Center, Chestnut St.
small greenhouse, organic 753-0113.
garden, orchard with ap- CAR Stereo Installation
Cfessida.„...215487
ples, peaches, plums, dam- 753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
sons, blueberries, black- Music Murray's Alpine Car
berries, raspberries, Audio Specialist, Dixieland
gooseberries, • grapes, Center, 1 block from MS12
scuppernongs, kiwi fruit dorms.
20x8OFt asparagus bed
3Br, 2 baths, large den, 1968 MALIBU SS Excelcombined kitchen and fam- lent interior, good body,
ily room. Summer kitchen 455 engine $1500
and utility room. Large stor- 759-1927
age spaces, central heat 1969 OLDS 98 New roof,
and air, on acre ground new seats $500 OBO
$50's. 492-8193
753-9745 Please leave

WORLD OF SOUND

.e•

TOICIAS COST LESS
MURRAY

RENTAL Houses for sale
Located near University
Good condition Call after
6pm 753-9393 -

message

1978 CHEVROLET G-20
van 350, auto, Ws, pfb Good condition $400 firm •
SPACIOUS 4br, 272 bath, 753-1128
2 story. Offering formal di- 1978 HONDA Civic $300
ning. breakfast room, large 435-4142
den w/fireplace, super
kitchen and 10 large 1978 OLDSMOBILE $750
closets 14'08' detached after 5pm 753-5981
workshop plus 2 car at1980 FORD Fairmont watached garage. Just Listed!
gon High miles but good
Call Kopperud Realty.
transportation $750
753-1222 MLS# 3612
753-0114
APPALACHIAN Log Struc- 1981 BUICK Skylark, p/s
tures Model home now p/b auto, air, 60,000 miles
open on Hwy 280E (Potter- One owner 492-8808
town Rd). For information
and appointment call 1982 Z-28. T-tops, new
tires. 753-0550 after 4pm.
436-2040

ANCE
Over

lying area plus pool, tennis
e amenities for luxurious family
753-1222 MIS 3414

opperud Realty
753-1222

711 Main St.

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing

in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

.71 Smith
.171
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work,sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
• Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.
.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
:Tappanelvillatgir-Emerson,Bro
*Alt Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steelestilbritten, Inc.

•

CARS
11 Geo km.........
11 Toyota Corolla
Chevy
........
'89 Telt Celica ST...18887
'89 Toyota
'89 Fad Escort
'19 Oils Calais
V Toyota Cada
19 Nissan 240
$10,487
'89 Toycta
787
'89 Toyota
18 Chrysler Le3aron..„„,$5,987
V Toyota Corola FL...15,487
V Plymouth Relit! K.„..14,117
17 ilercury Top_ S2,911
17 06 Cutlass Sup...35,487
17 Toy. Carrry
i,497
'87 ChetroOl Cietrity_ $3,497
V Ford Taxis_...,1,987
Cale Cont....15,487
'86 Chrysler Le8scr....14,487
15 Toyota
'85 Toyota Camry LE,..,, 2,487
15 Toyota Cola LE ,..„.$187
15 Nada Prekide......15,987
11 Toyota Cada
2,497
14 Old Cutlass Sup..,...,,,'3,281
'84 Toyota CIA ......24,987
CtevroOlCcOa....„.,$2,937
Cneyrit
14 Fad Tempo Gl.....$117
11 Toyota Cresseda.....31,987
'81 Portz 5040
$1,N7
11 PAK PheonOt U...„42,41
Gailt Set NL_gisr
12 Pty Reliant gn,...22,287
12 Toyota Cola $2,287
'82 Os Cuts 4..21,987
12 kid( LeSaat„.......'2,487
Voli 21/
$1,81
TRUCKS
11 NI
fad tiro
V No Ex-0.X 414......$7487
'88 Ford Rangier XLT....$5,967
'88 Toyota 412...._..,,.,,,...,,481
V Ftpoott Voyy
17 Toyota 4P4Jnner.... 0,487
17 Toyota 414
'86 Ford 3onco
'89 Toyota 4x/ .....
16 Ford ?lona 111ni....$1,351
3487
'85Dodg RamP
.34,287
......
414
'85 Toyota
'84 Dodge Ram Charger .1,987
10 NliSOP
'14..Cilt Costal Dekte.....11,31
Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert-Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus. Mgr.
Chad Cochran. Gen Mgr.

TOYOTA

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service
Call .Gary at
759.4754

PAINTING interior and exterior Quality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 759-4555

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re roofs Written guarantee Local references
LIKE New 1981 Ford LTD, 753-5812
18.240 miles 4-door. p/s,
auto, V-8, air, color medium
fawn metallic Estate of LICENSED for electric,
Forest Boyd, $6650 gas, refrigeration Installa753-2633, 8 30 to 5 00pm tion and repair Free estimates 753-7203

Free estiPLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492-8816

1989 CHEVROLET Corsica Automatic AC AM'
FM 44,xxx miles excellent
condition $6500 negotiable 437-3065
1989 FORD Probe GT
turbo 5-speed loaded
$9500 527 2704

Vans
1965 FORD Van 6 cyl
runs good $400 Must sell
Make offer 759-1979
1985 DODGE Caravan. 7
passenger Approximately
200 miles on rebuilt, 2 6
engine. Automahc, cruise,
ac Looks and runs excellent Arizona vehicle, no
rust $4950 436-5811.

Phone
753-4961

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call SOWS- 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

1987 CHEVY Silvered°
43,000 miles $7500
753-8778 after 5pm

QUALITY Wood Furnish
trig Custom cabinets, furni
ture and kitchen remodeling 15 years Free Estimates Call 382-2534

Services
Offered

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

TOEWS Electric Resider
hal broiler house service
work 345 2690
TREE and Bush removal
Also pruning shaping
shearing In town only
753 0611
WILL do plumbing painting
and light hauling All guar
anteed 435-4169
WILL do yard work of any
kind Also, wood for sale
759-4401 Ask for John
WILLIAMS Concrete Ser
vice Low prices, free esti
mates_ 354 crig7_

DAVID SMITH

GENERAL Repair plumbing roofing. tree work
436-2642

Construction

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom

15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
Route 1, Box 139D
Benton, Ky. 42025

409 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Betiond Bunny BreaC
753-5940

PHONE:
502-437-3026

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal mowing Free estimates 759-1683

Poison Control
753-7588
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
762-1100

1987 S-15, 28,000 AC- HUDSON Company LandTUAL miles. Extra sharp. scaping For free estimates
753-0531,
call 759-1823 753-4545 or
753-6773
510
INSULATION Blown In By
Campers
Sears: TVA approved.
Save on those high heating
USED trailer hitches and and cooling bills. Call Sears
sway controls Reese, 753-2310 for tree estimate.
ea1y Lift and Pull Rite
KITCHEN CABINET RE753-0114
COVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors_ Free estimates. Wulff's Recovery
Murray_ 436-5560.
1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evin- LEE'S Carpet Cleaning.
rude OB in excellent condi- For all your carpet and uption. $1000 Call James at holstery cleaning. For a.
tree estimate call
435-4425
753-5827. Satisfied
1976 CHEETAH Ski boat, references.
154 ft, 1989 90HP Evin
rude OB. Excellent condi- A LICENSED electrical
contractor: JAMES C GALtion $4500 437-4043.
LIMORE ELECTRIC Com75HP EVINRUDE out- mercial and residential, fast
board motor Excellent courteous and efficient serCondition $700 Call vice 759-1835
James at 435-4425
MITCHELL Paving. Seal
BRAIL Boat with '89 100HP coating and hauling. Over
Mariner and Glastron dual 30yrs. experience Free estimates . 753-1537 or
axle trailer. 753-0840.
753-1221
530
MOWING In-town_ only.
Seirtlaiu
Good cut, trim all objects &
Offered
perimeters, power blow all
Nt11 TREE Service Stump walks, etc. 753-0611 beremoval and spraying. Free fore 8pm
estimates. 753-0906 after MURRAY Fence Co Chain
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495 link fence, dog kennels, reABLE services Rooljng,
fencing, painting, plumbing, electrical, hauling, tree
work, landscaping. All around handy-man. Free estimates. 436-2868.

510
Services
Offered

ROCKY COLSON Home SHEETROCK finishing.
Repair Roofing, siding, textured ceilings Larry
painting, plumbing, con- Chnsman 492-8742
crete Free estimates Call
T C Dinh Repair and Main474-2307
tenance Electrical CleanROGER Hudson rock haul- ing Sewer 1210/1212 Main
ing, gravel, sand, dirt, drive- Street 753-6111 office,
way rock 753-4545 753-0606 after 5pm
753-6763, 759-1823
VCR REPAIR Wood VC,R
THE Gutter Co Seamless Service Center, cleaning.
aluminum gutters, variety servicing $15, most repairs
of colors Ltcenced, in- $35, all brands'. 3rd Street,
sured Estimate aVa4able. Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,759-4690
Morn--Fri..• 753-0530.

PAINTING-Interior and Exterior Free estimates
SmaH repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844

GERALD Walters. 20% dis1989 PLYMOUTH Grand count vinyl siding 10% off
Voyager LE 7 passenger, roofing Painting, all kinds
loaded 46xxx $13,900 remodeling Free esti759-4732 after 5 30pm
mates, Local references
489-2267.
500
HADAWAY Construction
Used
Home remodeling paintTrucks
ing wallpaper, carpentry,
1972 FORD Very good floor covering No lob too
condition, with topper $450 small 436-2052
492-8282
HANDYMAN will do plumb1980 CHEVROLET Cus- ing, electric and carpentry.
tom Deluxe Pick-up. Reasonable rates
$2200. 435-4142.
753-9838.

1

Commercial
and
Reaidential

•

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service
---Rt. 8. Box 1075
Murray, KY 42071

Gentry Painting Co.

YOU 1..0(
TIRED

Phone
(502)759-1835

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

Residential Painting
Interior- Exterior

753-6952

Phone 435-4268
Wm. CionVy
M 4 Box 177/4,

GUTTERS

Remodeling & Repair
Specialist

HOOD CONSTRUCTION CO.
New Construction, Home Improvements
Home Inspections
Ceramic Tile & 'Hardwood Floor Installation
Lynal Hood
Phone (502)763-7191

'Wayne Iliggi-ns Backke %lite

Seamless
Aluminum Gutters
-Installed
-Repaired
-Cleaned

Randy Thornton

Co.

802 Chestnut St,
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 7:30-4:30

753-8181

ALPHA BUILDERS
489-2303 -

759-4685

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE!
n145l.,

call:

7534916

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

cairAitilsois

To place your ad
CATHY

WELCOME
TO 'GRANk
NANNIES
DAV CARE,
ZENITH r.

sidential, commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254
ODD Jobs Bobby Belcher,
753-6616

&ram

Nan6e

REM

ANY remodeling painting
& roofing References
759-1110

ALL Re/

"COUPON
Please insert my grandchird(s) photo in your
paper. (Photo enclosed.).
Name of child

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways. hauling foundations,
,
etc 759-4664

p.

Name of grandparents
p.

Allyn Richardson
Grandparents:
Brenda Richardson and the
late Larry Richardson

BLOCK, brick, conlrete finishing Basements footings, garages, drives
walls& 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
2.53-5476 Charles Barnett.

Send photo, names of
grandparents, name of
child, self-addressed envelope for return of original. .
photo and $7.00 to.

BUILDER, residential,
commercial, carpentry
Tripp Williams 753-0563

CHIM Chim Chimney
„Saiogps has lOck spnitit raiz _
Len dis‘ounts WcYI chimney caps and screens.
435-4191
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753 4761

eOrri

Show off your grandchildren by inserting their photo in
the Murray Ledger & Times, Saturday, September 7th, 1991.

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30* years ex—
perience 'Bobby Hopper,
436-5848

BULLDOZING and back hoe 354-8161 after 5pm
Financing available

You'D1

September 8th

APPLIANCE- REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works 753-2455

BACKHOE service DavA
Burkeen Septic systems,
basements foundations,
driveways, gravel, dirt,
sand, mulch, rip rap placing 474-2103

I'VE t•lF
kIGIA

Remodeling, gar4es,decks:porches,conciite
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance.

Septic Tanks,'Lem & Hauling
Call I's Anytime

ALPHA Builders- Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates.
489-2303

tIpnn
515 S 12th
Murray, KY

530

530

530
Services
Offered

Used
Cars
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Murray Ledger & Times

Enclosed is $7.00 per child, and stamped,
self-addressed envelope for return of picture.
J

a.

Bring in by September 5, 3 p.m to be published September 7th. -

PEANU
Extra copies
of paper available
to send to
relatives

P.O. Box 1040
Muria*,KrA2071

Grandparents' Day Greetings

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TRIES

Today in History

Dm:Nal
only

painting
\II guar.

tr.°, any
or sale
John. .

Pte Seretif esti-

ts

Ten years ago
Murray-CallowaySounty Hospital Blood Bank has been awarded a
two-year accreditation by American Association of Blood Banks
(AABB), according to Stuart Poston, hospital administrator.
Pictured are members of Board
of Directors of Murray Civic Music
Association at a reception held
Aug. 30. They are Bill Parsons,
Paul Kiesow, Susan Hart, Norinne
Winter, Jack Winter, Marilynn Forrest, Libby Hart, Kay Carman,
Bruce Smith,„Neva Gray Allbritten,
Roger Reichmuth, Betty Lowry,
Dick Farrell, Paul Shahan, Jacquie
Farrell and Hal Houston.
Miss Norita Ann Cassity and
Marvin Kent Youngblood were
married Aug: 8 at First United
Methodist Church,- Murray.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Roseman,
Aug. 13, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.

Joe Manning, Aug. 16.
—
Twenty years ago
Murray Christian Fellowship
Church sill now be meeting in a
new building at 1508 Chestnut St.,
the former home of Prof. and Mrs.
UR: Putnam. Dean Ross is minister
of the church.
Mrs. Suzanne Keeslar, instructor
of French in the Department of
Romance Languages at Murray
State University, has returned
home after a summer sabbatical
trip to Paris, France.' .
Mrs. C.C. Lowry of Murray,
president of Paris District of
Women's Society of Christian
Church of United MethOdist
Church, spoke it a meeting WSCS
of Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church held at-the homeof Mrs. Toni Hopson.
Miss Linda Lou Brownfield and,
William Hogan Bryan were 'married Aug. 7 at First Baptist Church,

Murray.
and Mrs. Ed Miller,. a boy io Mr.
Jane Fitch of Murray recently and Mrs.: William Curtis Haynes, a
scored a hole-in-one while playing girl to Mr. and Mrs. Pat Johnston,
golf at the Murray Country Club. and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Gibbs.
- Thirty :fors ago
, Calloway County High School
has-regis-terecl 568 students for this
- Forty years a
school year. A -total of 1;431 stuThe X-Ray Trailer Un,1 of Kendents are enrolled in the six • tucky Health Departme will be in
elementary centers at Almo, Faxon, Murray on Sept. 5, 6, 7 and 10 to
Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn Grove and give free x-rays, according to offiNew Concord, according to Eturon cials of Callow-1y County Health
Jeffrey, superintendent of Calloway Department,
.
County Schools.
Hilda Dulaney left Aug. 24 for.
Murray Lions Club has donated
New -York City to board a ship for
5300 to help with the operation of Frankfurt, Germany, where she
Murray-Calloway County Library. teaches school. She has been the
Fire Controlman Third' Class guest of her parents, Mr..and' Mrs..
Neale A. Sykes, son of Mr, and
W.P. Dulaney at their home at
Mrs, Cleo Sykes, is serving aboard Olive and North 12th Streets, Murdestroyer -escort 1.1S4, Courtney in ray, this summer.
Caribbean Sea.. .
-- Serving as officers ot Murray •
Recent births reported at.Murray Girl Scout Association are Mrs.
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Robert Hahs, Mrs. Codie Caldwell
Mrs. Enzar Wallin, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. W.F. Threlkeld

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: During the recent
surge ofpatriotism,I haveseen many
T-shirts proclaimingsupportfor U.S.
troopsin the Persian Gulf,American
dominance and victory.
think there are many better
ways to support our country and our
troops than simply by putting a
messageon a T-shirtto tell everybody
you love your country.
For -starters, don't litter on the
land you are proud of; keep it beautiful by picking up trash.
Ifyou areaistudent,study hard so
you will be able to help your country
compete in the world market.
Ifyou are employed,do a goodjob,

and don'tcheat youremployer.Don't
shoplift; it puts retailers out of
business and hurts the economy.
If you are a defense contractor,
don't cheat the government — regardless of how easy they make it.
Write letters to your legislators
telling them your views. How can
they represent you ifthey don't know
what You want? You can bet that
foreign interests and specialinterests
are telling Congress whatthey want.
Everyone who has the right to
vote should vote. It's a privilege. Read the newspapers and watch
the news to keep up on current
events so you'll know what's going

on.

Unless we wantour servicepeople

returning to the. Middle East. we
must learn to conserve energy and
reduce our oil dependence. Some
ways to do this are to "Drive 55,"
carpool,select fuel-efficient cars and
do not waste electricity.
Or is all of the above too much
trouble7fIt'S a-rot easier to wear a Tsbirt.1
I realize this letter may be too
long to print, but I hope you will
print at least part of it if you agree
with me.
NORTH CAROLINA PATRIOT

Daily Comics
BLON DIE
COOKING
AND
CLEANING
8 WEARING
ME OUT

35

Co.

I

•

and have been married three arid a
halfyears. Lately I ha% e felt that my'
husband is acting 'cold toward me.
Wejust had a talk about this and he
said,"Maybe marriage isn't for me,"
and, "Maybe we got married too
young,-and,"Maybe after being with
you for eight months, I realize what
being married to you is really like."
My husband is in theNaN.y.and this
is the first time we have spent so
much time together.1 Yet. he also
us,

'DEAR CONFUSED:Yes. Children should be brought into this
world because they are wanted,
not to serve as glue to hold a
troubled marriage together.
What you and your husbanil
"need" to save your niatriage is
to discuss his reaction to your
eight months of togetherness
with a professional comnselor.
Then decide if you are ready to
have a family.
A baby is a lifelong responsibility, not a cure -for an ailing
marriage.

CALVIN and HOBBES
-Mt EITHER Nte,,) CAN sa
FORMa.ESFROM UP tAERE

4:30

DEAR PATRIOT:I'm printing
all of it. It takes more than
hoisting a flag or donning a Tshirt toshow patriotism for one's
country.Thanks fora dandy letter.
DEAR ABBY:lam 22 Years ofage

claims that he loves'me.
For the past two or three months,
we have been trying to start a fam-.
ily. This was his idea. It is hard for
-me to understand how a person can
feel the way he-gar:Vs he feels and still
wantto start a family. His reply was,
"Maybe what we need is a baby::
Abby, isn't this the 'wrong solu:
tion to our problem?
CONFUSED IN LONG BEACH

rctai

Wird
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Looking Back

Today is Monday, Sept. 2, the 245th day of 1991. There are 120 days
left in the year. This is Labor Day..
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 2, 1945, Tokyo time, Japan formally surrendered to the United
States in ceremonies aboard the USS Missouri. World War II was over,
six years and one day after it began.
On this date:
In 1666, the Great Fire of London broke out. The fire claimed thou- •
sands of homes, but only a few lives, in the several days that it burned.
In 1789, the U.S. Treasury Department was established.
In 1864, during the Civil War, Union Gen. William T. Sherman's forcgs occupied Atlanta, one day after the Confederates retreated.
In 1901, Vice President Theodore Roosevelt offered the advice, -Speak
softly and carry a big stick," in a speech at the Minnesota State Fair.
In 1924, the Rudolf Friml operetta "Rose Marie" opened on
Broadway.
In 1930, the first non-stop airplane flight from Europe to the United
States was completed as Capt. Pieudonne Coste and Maurice Bellonte of
France arrived in Valley Stream, N.Y., aboard The Question Mark.
In 1935, a hur,ricane slammed into the Florida Keys with 200 mph
winds, claiming 423 lives:In 1944, during World Witii, Navy pilot George Bush was shot down
by the Japanese as he completed a bombing run against an enemy radio
communications center in the Bonin Islands. (Bush was rescued by the
U.S. submarine Finback — his two crew members, however, perished.)
Ten years ago: President Reagan, addressing a Republican fund-raiser
in Chicago, warned the Soviet Union that "they will be in an-arms race
that they can't win" unless they agreed to what he called "legitimate,
verifiable arms reductions."
Five years ago: A judge in Los Angeles sentenced Cathy Evelyn Smith
to three years in prison for involuntary manslaughter in connection with
the 1982 drug overdose death of comedian John Belushi.
•
One year ago: Dozens of Americans reached freedom in the first major
airlift of Westerners from Iraq during the month-old Persian Gulf crisis.
Dave Stieb of the Toronto Blue Jays hurled a no-hitter against the Cleveland Indians, winning the game 3-0.
Today's Birthdays: Author-conservationist Cleveland Amory is 74.
Senate Minority Whip Alan K. Simpson, R-Wyoming, is 60.-"FOrmer
Baseball Commissioner Peter Ueberroth is 54. Former football player Terry Bradshaw is 43. Actor Mark Harmon is 40. Tennis player Jimmy Connors is 39. Actress Linda Purl is 36.
Though! for Today:."Labor is the great producer of wealth: it moves
all other causes." — Daniel Webster, American statesman (1782-1852).
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By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
p.m.
tATHY
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NONE4 RECITATIONS... AND '*OUR KWLOOK! UP BOOK Of POST-RENAISSANCE

TO "GRANNY
NANNIES
DAY CARE:
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.50 SHOOT ME. I'M
OLD-FASHIONED.

WOOD El-CHINOS!

"Well, there he goes again.... I suppose I shouldn't
worry, but I just get a bad feeling aboa
Jimmy hanging with those tuna punks."

Crosswords

DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a hiatal ,
hernia and experience problems eating because food seems to stick in my
throat. Can I have surgical repair to
correct the problem?
-DkATE-READEft
Ari"
though some doctors bejp.e€ this.surgery is ineffective..
ve seen Several patients who were helped by it.
' Known as a diaphragmatic hernioplasty. the procedure usually restores
the normal anatomical relations (the upper stomach is returned to the abdominal cavity) and „tightens the diaphragmatic opening through which
the

esophagus

Passes

into

the .

stomach.
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Before considering such drastic
therapy. however. I suggest you exhaust other possibilities. For example, antacids and medicines to reduce
ststomach-acid release may relieve
your symptoms. It's important to get
the situation under control because
hiatal hernia, a condition marked by
heartburn and splacement of part of"—

the lower esophagus(and.sometimes:.
part of the stomach) into the chest

cavity. often leads to reflux. the back-

.4 -

Wash of irritating gastric acid into the
unprotectedesophagus. Such continu. ing irritation. if-unchecked. can lead •
to a pre-malignant condition known
as Barrett's esophagus.
Since yop have continuing symp-toms. I believe you should see a gastroenterologist ,for e§t4:ih-Ygoscopy. a •

test during,which the specialist exam▪ ines your esophagus and. if indicated.'
obtains biopsy specimens. Ask your ,
family doctor about this.
DEAR DR. GiYTT: I've been diagnosed with hydrocephalus. after hay:
ing ruled out thyroid problems and
multiele sclerosis. Can you provide •
informgtion on my condition and advise if there is an adult support group
I might contact?
DEAR READER: The brain is
bathed in fluid that circulates around the'surface of the organ and through a
sS,stem of channels within it. These _
channels empty into larger spaces.
called ventricles. When the ventrieles
become blocked (from infection or
stroke), they enlarge. This is called
hydrocephalus and is diagnosed by Xrays or CT scans of the,brain. Mild enlargement requires no treatment
However, advanced dilation can
lead to mental changes (such as dementia and difficulty walkipg) that
,can be treated with a surgical shunt, a
tube to drain off cerebrospinal fluid to.
another part of . the brain. Patients
with- hydrocephalus should- be bolter
the care of 1(eurologists.
lam unaware of a support group
for hydrocephalus: however,I suggest
you contact the National Health.. Information Clearinghouse; P.O. Box
1133. Washington, DC 20013-1133, for
their suggestions

•
•

•••

•
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United Way kicks
off fall fund raising
campaign Sept.' 0
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Marshall interviews published

OBITUARIES

Interviews with Gen. George C..
C.
Marshall done by Dr. Forrest
Pogue in 1956-57 are now available in
a book of transcriptions published by
Shelby, Mich. and one brother, Joe the George C. Marshall Research
Foundation of Lexington, Va.
Todd ,of Murray.
Titleh "George C. Marshall InterFriends may call after 10 a.m.
Ttesday at Miller Funeral Home. views and Reminiscences for Forrest
The funeral will be.2 p.m. Tuesday C. Pogue," the 650-page book has an
at Miller Funeral Home with the introduction by Pogue, who comRev. Eugene Burkeen officiating. pleted a comprehensive four-volume
Burial will be in South Pleasant Marshall biography in 1987.
A number of photographs-of MarGrove Cemetery.
shall are also included. Available only
in paperback, the book was edited by
Larry I. Bland, with Joellen K. Bland
as assistant editor and Sharon Ritenour Stevens as photographs editor.
which allows young men and
Pogue,1a 1931 graduate of Murray
women to enlist up to a year in State University and former facuky
advance of their actual entry onto --member on the campus,was a pioneer
active duty.
of the oral history technique. He tape
The Murrayan will depart for recorded about 40 hours with Marbasic training in Great Lakes, Ill., shall and interviewed some 300 Marin November 1991. Following bas- shall associates, many of them
ic, he will begin 14 weeks of world-known figures.
schooling as a Navy Hospital
He and his assistants also went
Corpsman.
through 3.5 million pages of research
Hospital Corpsmen assist profes- material in their work on the Marshall
sionals in providing health Care to biography, a project that took ,Pogue
service members and their families. more than 30 years.
They act as pharmacists, medical
In recognition of his work, Pogue
technicians, food service personnel, was presented the Francis Perlman
nurses' aids, battlefield medics, x- Prize for Special Achievement by the
ray technicians, physicians' or den- Society of American Historians and
tists' assistants and more. Their the Samuel Eliot Morison Prize by the
work falls-into several -categories: Amencan Military Institute.
first aid and minor surgery, patient
His work also earned hiM the U.S.
transportation, patient care, pre- Army Award for Distinguished Serscriptions and laboratory work, vice as historian,educator,author and
food service inspections and cleri- soldier in the fall of 1990. That
cal duties.
citation reads that Pogue is now
internationally recognized as the fore• DAVIN M. PERKINS, son of most authority" on Marshall.
Ruth Jackson of Sonth Fourth
Pogue retired in 1984 as director of
Street, Murray, recently enlisted in the &mithsonian's Eisenhower Instithe United States Navy.
tute for Historical Research. He also
Perkins, a 1989 graduate of Cal- served a number of years-as executive
loway County High School,
director of both the Marshall Reenlisted under the Navy's Relayed
search Library and the Marshall ReEntry Program which allows young
Foundation.
men and women to enlist up to a search
•
A combat historian in World War
year in advance of their actual
II, Pogue accompanied troops at the
entry onto active duty.
The Murrayan departs for basic D-Day invasion and then recorded
training in Great Lakes, Ill., in
on-the-scene interviews with fighting
October 1991. Following basic, he
men from Normandy across much of
will begin four weeks of training in
Europe to Pilzen, Czechoslovakia.
the Navy's Fireman Apprenticeship
His decorations included the Bronze
Program.
Star and the French Croix de Guerre.
Under the Fireman ApprenticeHis book titled "The Supreme
ship Program, persons who have Command" is the Army's official
not chosen a specific carreer field account of the Eisenhower command
receive general mechanical training
prior to being assigned to a Navy
ship or station. At their first duty
assignment, they may train in a job
or request additional Navy schooling in a field for which they are
qualified.

Mrs. Erin Opal Todd Raley

The United Way of Calloway
Mrs. Erin Opal Todd Raley of
County will kick of the annual fall
fund raising campaign on Sept. 10. Fumdale, Mich."died Saturday at
Providence Hospital in Southfield,
The ceremony, hosted by Murray
State University, will be at 7 p.m. Mich.
She was preceeded in death by
it the Martha Layne Collins Center
husband Frank Raley, her
her
for Industry and Technology.
Community representatives who parents, A.O. Todd and Sarah
will be involved in this year's cam- .Humphries Todd. She is survived
paign are Jim Vaughn, Linda Hor- by one sister, Mary Kennette of
ner, John Paul, Steve Andrus,
Kathy Kopperud, Dave Homback.
Jim Taylor and Jon Pooley.
Chuck Williams is United Way
president and John Williams is the
PVT. 1ST CLASS JEFFREY
campaign chairman.
A. CLENDENEN participated in
Opportune Journey, a joint field
training exercise in Hawaii.
This was a part of the- U.S.
Army's expanded relations program designed to increase the interCENTRAL CITY, Ky. — The
operability
between allied forces in
Everly Brothers, came home to
the Pacific Basin.
Central City, rocking a- record
Clendenen, an infantryman at
crowd at their Homecoming IV
Schofield
Barracks, Oahu, Hawaii,
music festiVal.
is
the
son
of
William Z. Clendenen,
About 22.000 fans from across
RL
2,
Murray,
and Wanda J. Garthe country flocked Saturday night
land, 2 Coach Estates, Murray. to this Muhlenberg County mining
He is a 1987 graduaate of Callotown to see the Everlys and their
way County High School. His wife,
guests, including country musicians
Vickie, is the daughter of William
the Kentucky Headhunters, Marty
P.
and Dorthy M. Manning, 1 Fox
Stuart and John Prine.
Meadows, Murray.
--Marilyn Mapes, a 37-year-old
nurse and die-hard Everlys' fan
came all the way from Fort Worth,
RUSSELL W. MCCUISTON
received practical work in military
Texas, to see the festival.
"It was fantastic," said Mapes, leadership air the ROTC advanced
camp at Fort Lewis, Tacoma,
back for her third festival.
Wash.
• The show raises money for colThe camp, attended by cadets
lege scholarships and a proposed
normally between their third and
Everlys' mini-theme park and
fourth year of college, includes
Museum.
The Everlys are known for such. instruction in communications,
hits as "Wake Up Little Susie." management and survival training.
Successful completion of the
Earlier Saturday, fans gathered
in the tiny community of Ebenezer advanced camp and graduation
to pay tribute to Merle Travis, a from college results in a commisMuhlenberg County boy who sion as a second lieutenant in the
through his songs became a champ- U.S. Army, Guard, or Reserve.
Cadet McCuiston is a student at
ion of America's coal miners.
Fronting the Ebenezer cemetery Murray State University.
A 1988 graduatir of Reidland
is a monument to Travis. Behind it
High
School, Paducah, he is the
rests his ashes.
About 500 people, including Phil son of Leonard E. and Lois M.
Everly, braves the hot temperatures McCuiston, Rt. 2, Benton.
to rededicate the refurbished monpROBERT T. DANNER, son of
ment to the Country Music Hall of
Ron
Danier and grandson of Mr.
Fame member. "He was .a great inspiration to and Mrs. H.T. Danner of 103 South
all guitar players," said Paul 10th Si, Murray, recently enlisted
Moseley of Beaver Dam, the 1991 in the United States Navy.
Danner, a 1990 Murray High
national thumbpicking champion.
School graduate, enlisted under the
Navy's Delayed Entry Program
which allows young men and
women to enlist up to a year in
advance of their actual entry onto
active/ duty.
The Murrayan will depart for
basic training at Great Lakes, Ill.,
in November 1991. Following basic, he will begin seven weeks of
schooling as a Navy Aviation
Maintenance Administrationman.
Aviation Maintenance Administrationmen perform the many clerical, administrative and managerial
duties necessary to keep aircraft
maintenance activities running
Investments Since 1854
smoothly. They plan, schedule, and
coordinate the maintenance workload, including inspections and
modifications to aircraft and
equipment.
Prices as of 9 AM
JOHN T. SEARGENT, son of
Janice W. and F.T. Seargent Jr. of
Company
Price
Chg
602 Main St., Murray, recently
enlisted in the United States Navy.
Seargent, a 1989 Murray High
School graduate, enlisted under the
Navy's Delayed Entry Program

SERVICE NEWS

Record crowd attends
Everly music festival

HOG MARKET
Today's
report
was not
available
due to
the holiday

Stock Market
Report

in Europe.
Pogue, a native of Ecidyville and a
graduate of Dycusburg High Sshool
in Crittenden County, donated more
than seven tonsof books, papers and
memorabilia to Murray State. It is

Boy's autopsy reveals intoxication
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. (AP)
— An autopsy conducted after an
11-year-old Elizabethtown boy waskilled earlier this month revealed
he was intoxicated before he died.
Troy A. Lindsey of Elizabethtown died after he was struck Aug.
3 by two, vehicles in Hart County
on U.S. 31E.
Public information officer Jackie
Strode at the state police post in
Bowling Green said an autopsy
report stated the boy had a bloodalcohol level of .14 percent at the
time of his death. In Kentucky, a
person is considered legally drunk
if his blood-alcohol level is .10.
ire
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,
Additional
information

As a result of the information,
Strode said detectives opened a
death investigation along with the
investigation they're working in
connection with the accident.
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Before the Need Arises. . .

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

housed in a special collections library
on the campus/that bears his name.
He was named a Distinguished
Alumnus of Murray State in 1964 and
served as president of the Alumni
Association in 1971-72.
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